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ABSTRACT
INVESTIGATION OF ULTRACOLD RB ATOMS IN A
PULSED FAR OFF RESONANCE TRAP
M inarni M inarni
Old Dominion University, 2006
Director: Dr. Charles I. Sukenik
This dissertation reports on the design, construction, and investigation of a pulsed
optical dipole force trap which uses laser light to confine ultracold rubidium (Rb)
atoms. Because the laser frequency is detuned far from the atom ic resonance fre
quency, the optical dipole force tra p is also called a “far-off-resonance tra p ” (FORT).
The use of pulsed laser light to create an optical trap may find application in ex
panding the num ber of atom ic species which can be confined.

The experim ents

reported here are principally aimed, however, at understanding the physics of pulsed
FORT dynamics in anticipation of using the free electron laser (FEL) at Jefferson
Lab (Jlab) to construct a FORT. The Jlab FEL will provide a tunable, high power
laser light source enabling the realization of spatially large a n d /o r energetically deep
traps which are not presently accessible w ith table-top laser sources. Here, a modelocked Nd:YAG laser is used as a pulsed laser source. Since the conservative optical
dipole force tra p does not cool Rb atoms, ultracold atom s m ust be loaded into the
FORT. The optical dipole force trap is formed at the focus of a Gaussian, 1.06 p.m
Nd:YAG laser beam which is located at the center of a high vacuum chamber and
superimposed onto the center of a pre-cooled Rb atom cloud th a t has been previ
ously accum ulated in a m agneto-optic trap (M OT). The perform ance of the pulsed
FORT is compared to a continuous wave mode (cw) FORT which is built using the
same laser beam; the operation of the two kinds of FORTs can be switched easily
w ithout disturbing the experim ental alignment. The dependencies of FORT loading
efficiency to FORT and M OT param eters such as FORT laser power, loading time,
storage/holding time, detuning of the prim ary M OT laser frequency, and repum p
laser intensity are investigated. There are about 1.5xlO 7 ultracold rubidium atom s
in the MOT. At 7 W atts FORT laser power, about 8% of the atom s are loaded
successfully into the cw FORT and about 5% into the pulsed FORT under similar,
but not identical, conditions. In m ost respects both the cw and pulsed FORTs show
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comparable behavior. The behavior of both FORTs depends strongly on FO RT laser
power. As expected, at higher power, more atom s can be loaded into the FORT.
Both FORTs also depend on the loading tim e and holding time. The highest load
ing efficiency is obtained at 100 ms loading tim e while the average lifetime of both
FORTs is 1 s and set prim arily by background gas pressure. The m aximum loading
efficiency for both FORTs is reached at 13.2 /iW /cm 2 repum p laser intensity. The
dependence of FO RT loading efficiency on the M OT prim ary laser intensity during
the loading stage has also been investigated. Both FORTs show similar behavior on
this param eter. Im portant differences in FO RT dynamics have been observed also.
Detuning of the M OT laser frequency from resonance and reduction of the repum p
laser intensity during the loading stage are key steps to obtaining high loading effi
ciency. The maximum loading for both FORTs is obtained at —8T detuning where
T is the natural linewidth of the 85Rb transition used for laser cooling (5.9 MHz).
However, there is a difference between both FORTs performance at smaller detun
ing. The pulsed FORT does not work very well a t smaller detuning. Analysis of the
loading and loss rates during FO RT loading indicates th a t at smaller detuning the
pulsed FORT loading rate is lower while the loss rate is slightly higher, as compared
to the cw case. The observed divergence of behavior is consistent w ith a reduction of
the cooling of atom s as they are loaded into the pulsed FORT, suggesting th a t the
pulsed light interferes with atomic cooling when the M OT light is closer to resonance.
Spectroscopy of atom s confined in the FO RT also supports the notion th a t the M OT
light-atom interaction is different in cw and pulsed FORTs.
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1

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The trem endous progress in laser cooling and trapping techniques for ions and neutral
atoms has brought very significant advances in atomic, molecular, and optical physics
and other subfields of physics. Over the decades since it was first proposed, trapping
and cooling of ions and neutral atom s has become routine for more th an 150 research
labs around the world [1]. W hile m ost early experiments in the laser cooling and
trapping field have used alkali m etals as samples of atom s, it is not uncommon
nowadays for alkaline-earth m etals or noble gases to be studied as well. In addition,
not only have stable ions and neutral atom s been cooled and trapped bu t radioactive
elements also are being used as research samples [2, 3]. The developments include
the discovery and application of a variety of cooling mechanisms in addition to the
Doppler cooling scheme such as evaporative cooling and sub-Doppler cooling [4, 5].
Applications of confined and cooled samples of atoms th a t are widely promising
include precision measurements, atom optics [6, 7, 8], quantum com puting, BoseEinstein Condensation (BEC) [9, 10] and ultracold molecules [11].
The early theoretical and experim ental work in m anipulating neutral atom s using
laser light was done by Letokhov and Ashkin in the 1970’s as proposed theoretically
by Askar’yan in 1962 [12, 13]. Cooling neutral atom s using a pair of counter propa
gating laser beams, whose frequency are tuned slightly below the atomic frequency
resonance, was first proposed in 1975 by Hansch and Schawlow [14], at the same
time as the proposal to trap ions in ion trap s by W ineland and Dehmelt [15]. This
technique is known as Doppler cooling because the cooling mechanism is based on the
Doppler effect. Several attem p ts were made in the 1980’s to produce a slowed beam
of atoms. These attem pts included com pensating for the change in the Doppler shift
as the atom s were slowed. Phillips and M etcalf were able to decelerate a therm al
beam of sodium atom s using a laser beam and a varying m agnetic field to provide a
changing Zeeman shift in order to counteract the Doppler shift as the atom s decel
erated [16].

Chu et al. in 1984-85 used the frequency chirping technique to slow

a beam of sodium atom s and to send it to the intersection of three pairs of counter
propagating laser beams [17]. Since the motion of atoms in the intersection region
This dissertation follows the style of The Physical Review A.
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is similar to the motion of a particle in a viscous medium, it was called “optical
molasses.” Chu then improved the scheme by using a weak m agnetic field and cir
cularly polarized laser light upon the suggestion of Dalibard. The scheme is known
today as a m agneto-optical tra p (M OT) [18]. Cohen-Tannoudji and co-workers also
contributed to the early development of laser cooling and trapping techniques and
with Phillips explained the cooling mechanism in the sub-Doppler lim it [19]. For the
development of the field of laser cooling and trapping, the Nobel Prize in Physics
was awarded to S. Chu, W. Phillips, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji in 1997.
Besides the M OT, there are a num ber of other traps th a t have been built to
confine ions or neutral atoms. These trap s use different types of forces. A M OT uses
radiation pressure to cool and trap atoms. M agnetic traps confine atom s by exerting
a force on the atomic magnetic dipole moments while ion traps use an inhomogeneous
magnetic field (Penning Trap) or an oscillating electric field (Paul Trap) to trap ions.
There is also a gravitational trap which uses the force of gravity to confine atoms
[20]. The optical dipole force is used to build w hat is known as an optical dipole
force trap. The force arises from the interaction of a spatially inhomogeneous laser
field with the induced atomic electric dipole moment.
Recently, a growing num ber of experiments in laser cooling and trapping have
used an optical dipole force tra p rather th an a M OT or a m agnetic trap because it
provides a high density sample of atom s, low scattering rate, and does not require a
complicated magnetic system. The first optical dipole force tra p was built by Chu
et al. [21] to tra p pre-cooled sodium atom s from an optical molasses using a single,
strongly focused, continuous-wave Gaussian laser beam tuned several hundred giga
hertz below the D1 resonance transition of sodium. A bout 500 atom s were captured
in the optical tra p in a volume of about 103 yum3 resulting in a density of 10u -1 0 12
cm "3. A technique th a t loads the pre-cooled atom s from the M OT to an optical
dipole force tra p has improved the number of atoms confined in the tra p [22] and
become a standard procedure to make an optical dipole force trap.
Many treatm ents have been applied to the optical trap to get a high density of
atom s and a low scattering rate [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. The first optical dipole force
traps used a tra p laser with frequency detuned slightly below atomic resonance (red
detuning) and a power on the order of a few mW . Now, because of the advances
in laser production such as the high power CO 2 lasers and the family of Nd:YAG
lasers, one can build an optical dipole force trap detuned far from resonance (far off
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resonance trap-F O R T ) and much further from resonance (quasi electrostatic tra p QUEST) as well as detuned above atom ic resonance (blue detuning) w ith laser power
on the order of many tens of W atts [29, 30, 31]. O ptical dipole force traps also have
been used to create a BEC and quantum degenerate Fermi gases. Early experiments
on BEC used a M OT to collect cooled atom s and cooled them further using subDoppler laser cooling. The atom s were then transferred to a magnetic b o ttle and
cooled to below the condensation tem perature by evaporation [9, 10]. Trapping a
BEC using an optical dipole force tra p is done by cooling the atom s w ith the subDoppler cooling mechanism and transferring them to a quasi electrostatic dipole trap
followed by evaporatively cooling to the BEC transition by lowering the power of the
trapping beam [32, 33]. A degenerate Fermi gas of 6Li atoms also has been confined
in a CO 2 optical dipole force tra p by forced evaporation [34].
Trapping atom s using short pulses of light from a mode-locked laser has been pro
posed by some research groups [35, 36, 37]. The idea is to irradiate the atom ic samples
by counter-propagating short pulses w ith tim e duration of picoseconds. W ithin the
region where the two pulses overlap, the atom s experience a restoring force toward
the center of the overlap region. The proposals included the idea of using the scheme
to reflect neutral atom s and molecules, acting as a mirror, and also suggested th a t
the pulses can be used to control particles in a far-off resonant interaction. The first
experiment on a cw mode-locked (pulsed) optical dipole force tra p was reported by
Clarke et al. in 2000 [38]. They used two lasers: a Ti:Sapphire and a YV:YV 0 4
laser which can be switched from continuous mode to mode-locked operation in the
experiment. They reported th a t the perform ance for both types of optical dipole
force traps are comparable.
In this dissertation, we report on an experim ent to build a mode-locked optical
dipole force trap (pulsed FORT) and a continuous-wave optical dipole force tra p (cw
FORT) using light from a Nd:YAG laser to confine 85Rb atom s [39]. The pulsed
FORT uses the Nd:YAG laser beam operated while mode-locked. A mode-locked
laser beam contains a train of laser pulses whose instantaneous power o u tp u t is not
constant. This kind of laser sometimes is called a continuous (cw) mode-locked laser,
to differentiate it from single pulse lasers. The cw FO RT uses the Nd:YAG laser beam
operated in continuous mode; the power outp u t of the laser is continuous/constant
over time.
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The m otivation for this experiment, in addition to exploiting some of the advan
tages of using pulsed laser light to trap ultracold atoms, is the availability of the
free electron laser (FEL) at Jefferson Lab (Jlab), which provides tunable, high power
pulsed laser light which will enable us to build a spatially large (the FO RT size is as
large as the M OT) and energetically deep optical dipole force trap . The goal of this
project is to understand the physics of pulsed FO RT operation. U nderstanding the
dynamics of a pulsed FORT is critical for successful realization of a FO RT using the
FEL. The Jlab FEL operates in the Infra Red (IR) regime w ith wavelength range
from 1.0-10 ixra and will be extended to the U ltra Violet (UV) regime in the future.
In the IR regime, the FEL has an average laser power up to 10 kW and repetition
rate in continuous pulse (mode locked) operation from 4.7-75 MHz. The Nd:YAG
laser we used has an average laser power up to 10 W atts w ith wavelength 1.06 /xm
and repetition rate 82 MHz which is comparable to the upper range of the F E L ’s
rate [40].
Since the optical dipole force trap uses a conservative force, it does not cool
atoms. It also has a shallower potential compared to a m agneto-optical trap (M OT),
so ultracold atom s have to be loaded into the optical dipole force trap. The M OT
provides a convenient source of ultracold atoms, bu t the physics of loading from a
M OT to a FORT is non-trivial. The dynamics of the loading processes from a M OT
to a FORT, which used a cw mode Ti:Sapphire laser was investigated thoroughly by
K uppen et al and Corwin [41, 42] for 85Rb atoms, and using a C 0 2 laser to confine
6Li atoms by O ’H ara et al. [43] bu t no detailed investigation using a cw mode-locked
Nd:YAG laser (FORT Laser ) for 85Rb atom s has been done. Principal findings of pre
vious experiments were th a t lower hyperfine repum p laser intensity and larger M OT
trapping laser detuning during loading are among the critical param eters needed for
efficient loading from a M OT to a cw FORT. In this experim ent, the loading rates
and loss rates of atom s in the FO RT are studied over a range of im portant trap pa
ram eters which include varying the power of the FO RT laser beam or the well depth
of the FORT, detuning of the M OT trapping laser, hyperfine repum p laser intensity,
and M OT trapping laser intensity. Both the cw and pulsed FO RT were built by
focusing the FORT laser to a calculated 16 gm waist with an average power up to
8 W atts after being shifted by an acousto-optical m odulator (AOM) which was used
as an optical switch. The focal spot of the FO RT beam is superimposed onto a Rb
atom cloud at the center of a high vacuum chamber where the m agnetic field from
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the anti-Helmholtz coils for the M OT is set to zero.
This dissertation is divided into 6 chapters. The theoretical background of the
experim ental aspects such as the principles of atom cooling using laser light, trapping
using dipole forces, the characteristics of mode-locked laser pulses, and the heating
and loss rates th a t affect the loading processes from MOT to FO RT will be derived
in C hapter II. The layout of the apparatus, lasers, and the electronics used will
be presented in C hapter III. Controlling the experiment using the com puter system
and detection of the num ber of atom s trapped in the FO RT is very crucial to get
accurate data; this will be explained in C hapter IV. The results of the experim ents
based on the param eters th a t contribute to loading efficiencies and the details of
the spectroscopy experiment performed on atom s in the cw and pulsed FORT will
be presented in C hapter V. Finally in C hapter VI, the conclusions and the possible
future directions of pulsed FORT experim ents will be discussed.
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CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL CONCEPTS
In this chapter, the fundam ental theory of laser cooling and trapping techniques will
be presented. The inform ation on the physical characteristics of the rubidium atom
will be presented in Sec. II. 1 and the theory of laser cooling is derived in Sec. II.2
along w ith the basic principle of a m agneto-optical tra p (M OT). The principle of the
optical dipole force tra p will be discussed in Sec. II.3 while the characteristics of a
mode-locked laser beam will be explained in Sec. II.4. The physics of pulsed FO RT
operation is discussed in Sec. II.5. Finally, the heating and loss in the optical dipole
force trap will be discussed in Sec. II.6
II. 1

R U B ID IU M

Theoretically, almost every atom can be cooled and trapped as long as there is an
interaction between laser light and the atom . In practice, there are many criteria
th a t have to be fulfilled to make a laser cooling and trapping experim ent successful
[44]. First, the atom needs to have a cooling transition which is accessible by an
available laser w ith enough power and suitable frequency. Second, one needs to be
able to scatter photons on the chosen transition so th a t the spontaneous emission
out of the excited state should go entirely to the ground state or m etastable state
from which it was excited (cycling transition). The feasibility of producing an atomic
beam or vapor which can be sent to the observation chamber and cooled by a laser
beam is also one of the requirements for a successful laser cooling experiment. So far,
there are mainly three types of atom s th a t have been successfully cooled and trapped;
alkali-metal atoms, metastalble noble gas atom s, and alkaline-earth atoms. However,
some other elements in the periodic table have also been used in laser cooling and
trapping experim ents such as silver, erbium, and ytterbium . Alkali m etals were the
first elements used in laser cooling and trapping experim ents for several reasons. The
first reason is because most of their cooling transition frequencies are in the visible
region or near-IR and easily accessible by commercial lasers such as diode lasers,
dye lasers, and Ti:Sapphire lasers. Second, they can be vaporized easily w ithout a
complicated oven. Alkali-metal atom s also have a single electron outside of a closed
shell hence they have a relatively simple hydrogen-like structure of energy levels and
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only the valence electron contributes to the orbital angular m om entum of the atom .
This is very im portant for having a cycling transition.
The most common neutral alkali-metal atom s used in laser cooling and trapping
experiments are rubidium and cesium since the cooling transitions are accessible by
commercial diode lasers, followed by sodium whose cooling transition is accessible by
a dye laser. Lithium is of interest in quantum degeneracy experim ents since it can
provide a bosonic as well as fermionic stable isotope [34] while potassium is harder
to cool since it has an unusual hyperfine structure. Hydrogen atom s are very difficult
to cool because their transition has to be excited by far-ultraviolet frequency light, a
laser in this frequency range is not easily feasible at present. However Bose-Einstein
Condensation has been achieved using atomic hydrogen [45]. Finally, since francium
is a radioactive element, a francium beam is hard to produce, though francium has
also been confined in a MOT. Most of the laser cooling and trapping experiments
using francium and other short-lived radioactive atom s have a goal to create a large
sample of heavy atom s in order to be used for testing the Standard Model includ
ing atomic parity non-conservation (PNC), searches for a perm anent electric dipole
moment (EDM), and ft decay [46].
11.1.1

G en eral P h y sic a l P r o p e r tie s

Rubidium is an alkali-metal whose name comes from Latin word rubidius meaning
dark red, and was discovered by R obert Bunsen and Gustav Kirchhoff in 1861 in the
mineral lepidolite (a form of mica) through the use of a spectroscope. Rubidium can
be liquid at room tem perature and has a melting point at about 40°C and boiling
point at 686 °C. It is a soft, silvery-white metallic element which ignites spontaneously
in air and reacts violently with w ater [47].
N atural rubidium is a m ixture of two isotopes; 85Rb and 87Rb. The isotopes have
different nuclear spins and abundance. 85Rb is the only stable isotope of rubidium
and has 72.2 % abundance while 87Rb is a radioactive isotope w ith a half-life of 48.8
x 109 years and 27.8 % abundance. Both isotopes have been widely used in laser
cooling and trapping experiments.
11.1.2

S p ectra l P r o p e r tie s

W ith atomic number 37, rubidium has an electron configuration in the ground state of
Is2 2s2p6 3s2p6d 10 4s2p6 5s1. From this configuration, it is clear th a t the ground state
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of a rubidium atom has a closed shell w ith one valence electron. Since the core is a
closed shell, it does not contribute to the orbital angular m om entum of the rubidium
atom, only the valence electron does. Using Russell-Saunders notation, S and P refer
to the total orbital angular m om entum w ith value 0 and 1 respectively, the ground
state of the atom can be w ritten as 52S i /2 w ith to tal orbital angular m om entum L
= 0 and total angular m omentum J = 1/2. Due to the spin-orbit interaction (LSCoupling), the excited state 5P is split into two fine-structure components w ith J =
1 ± 1/2. These 5S - 5P transitions which are known as the D -doublet of alkalis are
very im portant in laser cooling experiments. The transition from 52S i /2 - 52P i /2 is
known as the D1 line with a transition wavelength of 795.0 nm and the transition
from 52S i /2 - 52P 3/2 is known as the D2 line w ith a wavelength of 780.1 nm.
Besides the spin-orbit interaction, there is also an interaction of the nuclear mag
netic moment with the total angular m om entum of the electron. This is described
in term of the total angular m om entum F = I + J where I is the nuclear spin of
the atom which has m agnitude I = 5/2 for 85Rb and I = 3/2 for 87Rb and J is the
total angular m omentum of the electron. This interaction splits the ground state
and the excited states into w hat is called hyperfine structure. Here, the ground state
splits into two 52Si/2 states with quantum num ber F = 2, F = 3 for 85Rb, and F =
1, F = 2 for 87Rb. The excited states split into two and four lines for 52Pi/2 and
for 52P 3/2 respectively. The complete fine structure and hyperfine structure of 85Rb
and 87Rb atom s can be seen in Fig. 1. For 85Rb, the transition from F = 3 to F;
= 4 is used for the cooling/trapping transition because it is a closed transition and
has the highest transition strength. This transition can be excited by a laser with
wavelength 780.1 nm. For 85Rb, the lifetime of the excited states is 26.63 ns and the
linewidth is ~ 6 MHz. Some atom s can make an off resonant transition from F = 3
to F' = 3 for 85Rb and then decay into F = 3 or F = 2. If the atom s go into F = 2,
the trapping laser light can no longer excite the atom s and a second laser (repum p
laser) is needed to pum p the atom s back to the excited states (from which they will
subsequently decay) to keep the population of atom s in the upper hyperfine level of
the ground state.
In a weak magnetic field (Zeeman effect), each hyperfine state F splits into the
states m F = —F, ...,F. The energy splitting is A E mF = m ^ gF /rB x B, where /rB is
Bohr’s magneton, B is the magnetic field flux density and gF is the g-factor for each
state in F. The transition between these states and excited states can be made using
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FIG. 1: Energy level diagram of 5S-5P transition of 85Rb and 87Rb.

linear and circular polarized laser light. The effect of the weak m agnetic field will be
discussed further in the section describing the m agneto-optical tra p (M OT).
I I .2

L A S E R C O O L IN G

Laser cooling and trapping relies on the interaction between laser light and an atom
to exert a controllable force on the atom [44]. There are two kinds of light forces
acting on the atom; dissipative and dispersive.

The dissipative forces (radiation

pressure or scattering force) are velocity dependent and hence can be used for laser
cooling. Purely dispersive forces (reactive forces) are conservative and can be used
for trapping. Cooling is then associated with the reduction of the atomic velocity
spread around a given value and trapping is related to the control of the position of
the atom s in space [48].
The basic scheme to understand the cooling process is to consider the process of
absorption and emission of photons by an atom . As seen in Fig. 2, when an atom of
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FIG. 2: The photon absorption and photon emission by an atom involves transferring
photon m om entum h k and changing the ato m ’s velocity in the am ount of the recoil
velocity.

mass M absorbs a photon from the laser light w ith wave vector k, the atom becomes
excited.

The atom ’s net m om entum decreases by h k which is related to a recoil

velocity vrec = h k / M and the atom slows down. After a tim e r = 1/T, the excited
atom releases a photon spontaneously to the ground state in a random direction. In
this emission process, the m om entum of the atom changes in the am ount of —hk'.
The emission process can be portrayed as a random walk of the atom in m om entum
space w ith step size of hk'. This process is observed as a m om entum diffusion or
heating of the atom . So, the net change in the m omentum of the atom due to a
single absorption-emission event is A p = h( k —k') = h{Ak). The mean contribution
of hk' is zero because spontaneous emission occurs with the same probability in two
opposite directions, making A p = /i(k). The atom s are being slowed down in one
direction which is the direction of the laser beam , bu t at the same tim e experience a
diffusive heating due to the random walk in m omentum space.
The net force F on the atom as a result of its interaction w ith laser light or the
force from absorption followed by spontaneous emission is
F = h k 7P.

(1)

The first term is the am ount of m omentum being transferred for each photon. The
second term j p is the scattering rate which is given by a Lorentzian1
_ T
s
l v ~ 2 i + g + ( 2(A+ ^ .))2’
here
s — I/Isat, the normalized intensity,
*It means the Lorentzian-shaped emission line.
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FIG. 3: A one-dimensional optical molasses. An atom moving to the left scatters
more light coming from the left, an atom moving to the right scatters more light
coming from the right.

I sat = nlicT/3A3 , saturation intensity,
A = detuning from the atom ’s resonance frequency,
toD = —k .v = the Doppler shift.
In Eq. (2), T is the natural linewidth of the excited state which is equal to the
inverse of the natural life time of the excited state. For the resonance transition
of 85Rb, w ith T/2ix = 6 MHz, the maximum acceleration due to the light force is
0.1 xlO 6 m /s 2 or equals 104g for a single photon recoil. By substituting Eq. (2) into
Eq. (1), the net scattering force can be rew ritten as
Fw

I I .2.1

= » k f2 1 + s + (2Az_kDQ)2
£~kv r -

(3)

D o p p le r C o o lin g

To cool neutral atom s using a pair of counter propagating laser light whose frequency
is tuned slightly below the atomic frequency resonance was first proposed in 1975
by Hansch and Schawlow [14], Since the Doppler effect plays a central role in this
scheme, the cooling process is often called “Doppler cooling.”
A schematic Doppler cooling process is shown in Fig. 3. Consider an atom with
a cooling transition; a ground state and an excited state. The resonance frequency
of the transition is cuo and the excited state can em it photons w ith a decay rate T.
The atom which is moving w ith velocity v is illum inated by two counter-propagating
laser beams whose frequency is u. Because of the Doppler effect, the atom moving
toward the incoming laser beam sees the laser frequency shifted higher (blue shifted)
by an am ount ujq = k .v = tuo(v/c). So by detuning the laser frequency lower (red
detuned), the atom is more likely to scatter photons from this laser beam.
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atom which is moving to the left sees the frequency of the laser beam moving to the
right closer to resonance resulting in increased photon scattering while it sees the
frequency of the laser beam moving to the left shifted out of resonance and hence it
is less likely to scatter photons from this beam. The opposite happens to the atom s
moving to the right. This scheme is called one-dimensional molasses.
The average force for the one-dimensional molasses, as shown in Fig. 3, is the
sum of the forces due to the two counter-propagating laser beam s F av = F ++ F_
N ,
, HkT
s
F± = i — ---------------------- i-------- ,

_

2

„

„

l + s + ( ^ T |k;.vu)2

4 h k 2s

.

2A

FaY = n + s + ( ^ p ~ r v = ~ KlY'
For A

.

(4)

(5)

< 0, the one-dimensional molasses w ith two counter-propagating beams

indeed reduces the velocity of the atom s with a dam ping coefficient K\.

As shown

in Fig. 4 for detuning A == —r /2 and A = —3r/2, both at s = 2, the net force
from the two beams displays the viscous dam ping around v = 0. For low intensity
approxim ation (s <^C 1) and low velocity ( kv <C T), Eq. (5) becomes
4h k 2 s

2A

Fav = iiT (iA /rrp T v = “KlV'
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The nature of the absorption and emission processes sets a lim it on the tem pera
ture th a t can be achieved by this cooling process. The fluctuations of the scattering
force due to random kicks from spontaneous emission and the random nature of the
absorption events results in diffusion in m omentum or heating [44, 49, 50]. There
are a number of ways to derive the cooling limit given by the Doppler cooling pro
cess. One of the ways is by setting the sum of the heating and cooling rates to zero
(steady-state condition). As mentioned earlier, in a given absorption/em ission cycle
or a scattering process, the atom s receives two random kicks of m agnitude hk. The
scattering rate at which the atom s get the kicks from both plane waves is derived
from Eq. (2) and given by2
7p = r i + ( ^ ) 2 '
A momentum diffusion coefficient Dp is defined as
D p = (p2) / 2 = 7p h2 k 2.

(8)

such th a t D p / M is the heating rate E due to the randomness, which can be w ritten
as

BE
~~Q^\heat = D p / M — 7p {hE)2/ M .

(9)

Here p is the average m om entum im parted to the atoms, M is the atomic mass.
The cooling rate due to the cooling force as derived in Eq. (6) is
BE
^ U

= F .v = -« q v 2

(10)

where k,\ equals to
4h k 2 s

2A

Kl ~ [1 + (2 A /T )2]2 T '

(

}

In steady state,
BE_
BE
q ^ Iheat T
Icool — 0

(14)

then using Eq. (9) and Eq. (10),
D p/ ki = M v2 = M ( v2) = k BT.

(13)

Here, k B is the Boltzm ann constant, v2 becomes ( v 2) if hk 2/ M <C T which is well
satisfied for the strong dipole transition of rubidium and m ost other atom s used in
2This is for s <C 1 (low saturation) and k v « f (small velocity).
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laser cooling [50]. The last term of Eq. (13) comes from the equipartition theorem
in one degree of freedom. Using Eq. (8 ) and Eq. (11),

hr l + (2 A /r )2
kaT~

4

2A /r

'

(14)

The Doppler lim it or the minimum tem perature is obtained for detuning A = —T/2.
From Eq.

(14), the Doppler tem perature or Doppler lim it at low saturation and

small velocity is obtained as

I I .2.2

S u b -D o p p ler C o o lin g

The theory of Doppler cooling assumes an atom w ith a simple two-level state struc
ture, however many real atom s have hyperfine structure and Zeeman sublevels which
gives rise to a new cooling mechanism. It was discovered after an accurate tem pera
ture measurem ent of the optical molasses was developed. The m easurem ent resulted
in a surprising tem perature of optical molasses which was actually below the Doppler
limit T # . The cooling mechanisms rely on multilevel atoms, light shifts, polarization
gradients, and optical pum ping [5, 51]. For this reason, this cooling mechanism is
known as “polarization gradient cooling.” It is also called sub-Doppler cooling since
lower tem peratures can be achieved using this mechanism.
The interaction between nearly resonant light and atom s can drive transitions be
tween atomic energy levels due to the scattering process which is a velocity-dependent
mechanism. The interaction also can shift the atomic energy levels (Zeeman sublevels) due to the Stark shift, this mechanism depends on the spatial varying light
field. The spatial varying light field can be obtained using two counter-propagating
light beams with the same intensity and wavelength b u t orthogonal polarization, the
superposition of these beams produces a standing wave whose polarization varies in
space. The to tal electric field of two counter-propagating beam s which propagate in
the z-direction w ith wavelength co can be w ritten as
E (z, t) = E( z) e~iwt + E*(z)e+iujt,

(16)

where the field vector is given by
E (z) = E 0(exeikz + eye~ikz) = V 2 E 0eikze(z).
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Here e(z) = ^ ( e x + ey e~2l/cz). It is clear th a t the polarization e(z) of the light field
varies in space.
In the low intensity lim it (the optical coherences and any mechanisms in the
excited states can be ignored), the light shifts A E g of the ground m agnetic substates
due to the light field are given by [44]
hAsC l
9

~

,

i + (2A / r ) 2’

x

^

where s is the normalized intensity, A is the detuning from the ato m ’s resonance
frequency, Cge is the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient th a t describes the coupling between
the atom and the light field which depends on the polarization of the light field and
the magnetic quantum number. The values of Cge of each transition are different
and can be found in [44].
There are two different configurations used to realize sub-Doppler cooling, which
are related to the two distinct configurations of polarization gradients. The first
is illustrated by two orthogonal, linearly polarized counter-propagating laser beams
which have the same intensity and wavelength (lin T lin configuration). The second
is by using two orthogonal, counter-propagating laser beams having circular polar
ization (a +- o~ configuration). The mechanism involving two orthogonal, linearly
polarized, counter propagating beam s is shown in Fig.

5. Using Eq.

(17), it is

shown th a t the polarization varies from linear to circular with a period of A/2 where
k = 2n/X. There are four alternating linear to circular polarization changes for each
period A/2, the polarization state everywhere can be expressed as a superposition of
two circular polarization states w ith vectors (ex ± e y)/\/2 . In contrast, for a +- a~
configuration, the resulting light field has a constant m agnitude and is linearly polar
ized everywhere but the direction rotates through an angle 27r every A. In this case,
the light shift is independent of position because the polarization is linear everywhere
and the optical pum ping mechanism is different th an in the lin T lin configuration.
O ptical pum ping is the transfer of population between atomic m agnetic (Zeeman)
sublevels. The optical pum ping mechanism for the lin A. lin configuration is described
in Fig.

6

for a J = 1/2 <-> J = 3/2 transition. The Zeeman effect splits the ground

state J = 1/2 to the m = 1/2 and m = —1/2 states, while the excited state is split
to states with m = —3/2, —1/2, 1/2, and 3/2. Consider a point where the field is
a + circularly polarized. In such a field, atom s in a ground state m = 1/2 can only
be coupled to the m = 3/2 excited state and decay back to the same ground state.
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Atoms with a ground state m = —1 / 2 can be coupled by the light field to m =

1 /2

and decay back to either the m = 1/2 or m = —1/2 ground state. The ClebschGordon coefficient for a transition from a ground state m = 1/2 to m = 1/2 is bigger
than from a ground state m = —1 / 2 to m =

1/ 2

, the atoms at m =

1 /2

excited state

are more likely to decay spontaneously to a ground state m = 1/2. The net result
of the cycles of absorption and spontaneous emission in a + circularly polarized light
is the optical pum ping of atom s from the m = —1 / 2 ground state to the m =

1 /2

ground state which has lower energy .3
As atom s move through a polarization-changing light field, the atoms m ust in
crease their potential energy (climb a hill) to overcome the polarization change. The
ground state m =

1 /2

becomes less strongly coupled to the light field until the atom

reaches the region where the light field has o~ circular polarization and the atom
is optically pum ped to m = —1 /2 . 4 In other words, as an atom reaches the top of
the hill and is about to sta rt gliding down, optical pum ping transfers the atom to
another lowest energy ground state, the previously gained potential energy carried
away by the spontaneously em itted photon, again the atom s are at the bottom of
hill, and sta rt to climb until they reach the next different polarized light field. This
3In CT+ circularly polarized field, the ground state m = —1/2 has higher energy than the ground
state m = 1/2.
4The optical pumping due to a~ circularly polarized light works on the same principle as er+
circularly polarized light in the opposite sense; atoms from ground state m = 1 /2 are pumped into
m = - 1 / 2 which has a lower energy.
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FIG. 6 : O ptical pum ping in a J = 1/2 •<-> J = 3/2 transition by <r+ , a~, and linearly
polarized light. The Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for each allowable transition are
shown.

cooling mechanism reminded D alibard and Cohen-Tannoudji of the Greek m yth Sisy
phus who was punished to keep pushing a heavy rock up hill hence they named the
technique “Sisyphus cooling.”
In a low intensity field and w ith large detuning, redistribution between these
ground states due to optical pum ping can be slow compared to the change of light
polarization, the process is not adiabatic. Since the optical pum ping takes out the
energy of atom s (energy loss) as the atom s move, the efficiency of this cooling mecha
nism depends on the velocity of the atoms. Sisyphus cooling works best for optim um
velocity vs « A/4 tp or when the atom s undergo one optical pum ping process while
traveling over a distance A/4 [44, 48]. Atoms which are moving too fast do not re
spond to the optical pum ping hence they do not lose energy, while atom s which are
moving too slowly will be pum ped to other sublevels before reaching the hill and
hence lose less energy. The dam ping force F — —f3 v for this mechanism can be
estim ated from the distance dependence of the energy loss. Using relations rp =
l / j p and vs = j p / k , the force at the optim um velocity can be w ritten as
F = A W / A z = A E k = -/3 v a.

(19)

Here r p is the pum ping time, j p is the pum ping rate which is related to the scattering
rate, f3 is the friction coefficient or the dam ping rate th a t needs to be estim ated,
and A E is the energy shift. At detuning |A |

T the pum ping rate becomes
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sT 3 /4 A 2. By choosing C 2e = 1, the dam ping rate and the energy shift can be w ritten
as
P / M = hk2A / 2 M T ,

AE =

hY2s

(20)

It can be shown th a t by comparing the dam ping coefficient of Doppler cooling from
Eq. (5), the dam ping rate of sub-Doppler cooling is larger by a factor of (2 |A |/T )
and it does not depend on the laser intensity while the energy shift and the pum ping
rate depend on the intensity. The dam ping force is smaller compared to the dam ping
force due to Doppler cooling, however the dam ping coefficient becomes larger when
the pum ping rate becomes smaller, because the optim um velocity becomes smaller
also.
Loading the ultracold atom s from a M OT (as will be explained in the next chap
ter) to an optical dipole tra p (FORT) needs an efficient m ethod of cooling during
the loading process. Once the atom s are trapped, further cooling can be applied to
achieve high phase-space density and lower tem perature if needed for further appli
cations. Doppler cooling has been used frequently to cool the atom s during loading
while sub-Doppler cooling has also been used for improving the loading efficiency
and to cool the trapped atoms. A M OT can provide a tem perature down to 10Trec
when its operation is optimized by sub-Doppler cooling. O ther cooling techniques
th a t are most commonly used for cooling the trapped atoms in a FORT are R am an
cooling, sideband cooling, evaporative cooling, and adiabatic cooling [52].
I I .2.3

MOT

Doppler cooling in a one-dimensional molasses can be extended into three dimensions
by using six laser beams. However, the molasses does not trap atoms, the atom s
simply perform a spatially diffusive random walk and there is no confinement in space.
The scattering force, which is velocity-dependent, however, can be made positiondependent. The position-dependent force is created by adding an inhomogeneous
magnetic field to an optical molasses which is built using circularly polarized laser
beams. The configuration is known as a m agneto-optical trap (MOT) which was
originally conceived by Chu et al. upon suggestion by D alibard [18]. A complete
study of the M OT including the development of the external cavity diode laser system
used as the M OT laser beams was dem onstrated by W iem an and co-workers [54, 55]
and has become a standard procedure to produce ultracold atoms.
Details of the dynamics of a M OT in three dimensions are rath er complex to
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J= 1

J= 0
B<0

B=0

B>0

FIG. 7: The m agneto-optical tra p (MOT) in one dimension. The top p a rt of the
diagram shows a one-dimensional M OT w ith a pair of circularly-polarized counterpropagating beam s and a gradient m agnetic field which is zero at the center and
increases linearly from the center. The bottom of the diagram shows schematically
the Zeeman shifting o f a J = 0 t o J = l transition with allowable transition related
to the circular polarized laser light.

illustrate, therefore, here the simple case (one dimension) will be used to explain the
basic principle of the MOT. As in Fig. 7, consider an atom w ith a J = 0 ground
state and a J = 1 excited state in one dimension (z-axis). The atom is illum inated
by circularly-polarized counter-propagating laser beams w ith frequency u> in the zdirection and immersed in a gradient m agnetic field. The excited state (J = 1) is split
into 3 Zeeman sublevels with m j = —1, 0, 1, respectively. Because of its polarization
orientation, the beam from the left can only excite transitions to the m = -|-l state
while the beam from the right can only excite transitions to the m = —1 state. The
magnetic field is zero at the origin z = 0 and varies along the z axis. At z > 0,
the magnetic field perturbs the energy level so th a t the A m = —1 transition shifts
to lower frequency while the Am = +1 transitions shifts to higher frequency. Since
the laser frequency u> is detuned below all of the atomic transition frequencies, the
laser light is closer to resonance th an the a + laser light. An atom at z = 0 sees
no net radiation pressure because of the two counter propagating beam s and hence
remains in its position, the atom which moves to the right (z >

0

) will scatter many

photons by absorbing the <r_ laser light and thereby get pushed back towards z =
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The opposite happens for z < 0, the magnetic field shifts the energy levels such th a t
the A m = +1 transition shifts to lower frequency while the Am = —1 transitions
shifts to higher frequency. W hen the atom moves to the left, it will absorb the a +
laser light and get pushed back towards z = 0. So, in any direction the atom goes,
it gets pushed back towards z =

0

.

In this configuration, the dam ping force or the scattering force in Eq. (5) which
is due to the optical molasses gets a position dependence resulting in a trapping force
or a restoring force which is proportional to position z,
Fav = - « i v -

(2 1 )

k 2z .

Here K\ is the dam ping coefficient as defined in Eq. (5), k 2 is the spring constant of
the restoring force which depends on the magnetic moment for the transitions used
and the magnetic field strength (Zeeman shifts) [44], Equation (21) is an equation
of a dam ped harmonic oscillator.

So the atom s in the M OT undergo a dam ped

harmonic motion w ith the dam ping rate given by r m o^ = k i / M and the oscillation
frequency u;m ot =
The three-dimensional M OT is illustrated in Fig.

8

a. The M OT is built using

three sets of counter-propagating laser beam s w ith opposite circular polarizations
and a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils with opposite electric current to create a gradient
magnetic field. In Fig.

8

(b), a M OT cloud at the center of a vacuum cham ber is

shown.
I I .3

O P T IC A L D IP O L E F O R C E T R A P S

This section introduces optical dipole force trap s from two different physical points
of view. In the first point of view, we consider the atom as a simple classical or
quantum -m echanical oscillator. In the second, we consider the atom as a multilevel
system. The derivations in this section are mainly taken from [52].
W hen a polarizable atom is placed into a laser light source, the electric field E
of the light induces an atomic dipole mom ent d th a t oscillates at the laser frequency
u>. The dipole m om ent is proportional to the electric field and given by:
d = a(u;)E.

(22)

Here, a(co) is the complex polarizability which depends on the field frequency co. The
interaction potential of the induced dipole moment d in the driving field E is given
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 8 : The m agneto-optical tra p (M OT) in three dimensions is comprised of 3
sets of counter-propagating beam s (solid black arrow) w ith two opposite circular
polarizations and a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils to create a gradient magnetic field,
with zero at the center (a). There is also a pair of repum p beam s (white arrow)
which optically pumps atom s th a t decay to different ground states by off resonance
transitions. The M OT cloud is seen at the center of a vacuum chamber (b).

C/*p(r) = - ( d E > = - ^ R e ( c ) / ,

/ = ^ | £ | 2.

(23)

In Eq. (23), the angular brackets denote the time average over the rapidly oscillating
terms. Note th a t the dipole moment is not a perm anent one, b u t is induced. The
optical dipole force arises from the dispersive interaction of the dipole moment w ith
the intensity gradient of the light field which is given as the gradient of Udip
F dip(r) = - V U dip(r) = - 1 - R e(a) V /( r ) .

(24)

Z £ 0C

So the optical dipole force is a conservative force which is proportional to the gradient
of the field intensity. It acts in the direction of the gradient of the laser intensity
while the dissipative force for laser cooling (radiation pressure or scattering force)
acts in the direction of laser propagation.
The power absorbed by the oscillator from the driving field (and re-em itted) as
dipole radiation is given by
Pabs = (cl E) = 2u>e0c Im (pE*) = — Im (a) I.
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The absorption results from the im aginary p art of the polarizability, which describes
the out-of-phase component of the dipole oscillation. By considering the light as a
stream of photons w ith photon energy hco, the absorption can be interpreted in term
of photon scattering in cycles of absorption and subsequent spontaneous reemission
process. The scattering rate can be defined as
r sc = ^
= ^-Im (a)/.
nio
ns0c

(26)

The interaction potential in Eq. (23) and the scattering rate in Eq. (26) are the two
main param eters th a t are always considered in the discussion of optical dipole force
traps.

C reating a deep interaction potential well while having a low scattering rate

is the main goal in building an optical dipole force trap.
In order to come up w ith applicable expressions for both param eters, the fre
quency dependent polarizability a(u)) is derived. The derivation starts by considering
the atom s as a Lorentzian atom, which consists of an electron elastically bound to
a core with an eigenfrequency ui0 corresponding to the optical transition frequency.
In the oscillating light field, the atom (electron) behaves as a driven oscillator whose
oscillation is driven by the light field. The polarizability is obtained by solving the
equation of motion for the driven oscillation of the electron,
x - \ - T ux + oj^ x = —e E ( t ) / m e,

(27)

with the result being
e2
« = —
m e
Here,

1
-u )2q----— u iT—
l —

F u"

(28)

iu l

is the classical dam ping rate due to the radiative energy loss, it is given by

r “ =

' 29>

By extracting e 2 / m e from Eq. (29), introducing T = r wo = (ujq/ oj)2 r w and substi
tuting into Eq. (28), the classical polarizability is w ritten as
p j^ji
a — 67T£0 C3 —2-------- 2-,-° 3
u>Q —

,

.

(30)

u r — i(a r /u ;o )r

The polarizability can also be calculated using a semiclassical approach by con
sidering the atom asa multilevel quantum system interacting w ith

the classical ra

diation field. The dam ping rate for the semiclassical approach, which corresponds to
the spontaneous decay rate of the excited level, is calculated using the dipole m atrix
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element between the ground state and the excited states. One finds th a t when satu 
ration effects can be neglected which is true in our experiment (the far detuned case,
very low saturation), the semiclassical result is similar to the classical calculation
above. Therefore it can be used in deriving the dipole potential and the scattering
rate in the case of large detuning and low scattering rate. So using Eq. (30), the
dipole potential in Eq. (23) is w ritten as
3-7t r 2

F

F

Udip(r) = - f ^ [ — — + - 1 — }I(r),
2LOg L0o —CO U30 + U)

(31)

and the scattering rate in Eq. (26) is given by
T~i / \
37TC , CO vOr r
r
19t/ \
r s c r) = - — — ) 3 --------- + — — f / r .
2 ruo* ui0 io0 — co co0 + co

32

Equation (31) and (32) shows two resonant contributions a t to = co0 and co = —u;0.
In most experiments, the laser is tuned relatively close to the resonance co0 such th a t
A = co—lo0

lo0,

in this case the second term in the equations above can be neglected

and this approxim ation is known as the rotating wave approximation (RWA), hence
the equation can be simplified to

CspM = 2^Ta 7W’

(33)

and the scattering rate in Eq. (26) is given by
3 7 tc^

/ r \^
r “ M = 2 R ( A ) 7 W-

<34>

Equation (33) and (34) can also be derived from a quantum mechanical point of
view where the interaction of atom s w ith the light radiation field is represented by a
tim e-dependent Schrodinger equation. The H am iltonian for the interaction w ith the
radiation field E (r,t) is given by [44, 52]
H\{t) — - / j , E ( r , t ) , /i = —er.

(35)

Here p is the electric dipole operator. The solution of the to tal H am iltonian leads to
an energy shift of the ith unperturbed energy
AEi = £

Si

which can be w ritten as

M M !I
Sj

For a two-level atom , using the “dressed state” picture, Eq. (36) simplifies to
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Here I = 2eoc| £ ' | 2 has been used.

This perturbative result for the energy shifts

reveals a very im portant fact th a t the ground state of the atom s gets shifted by the
am ount in Eq. (37) while the excited state get shifted in the opposite direction .5
This equation gives the same result as Eq. (33).
For the red detuned case, the detuning A is less th an zero since the laser frequency
is tuned below atomic resonance, the dipole potential is negative and atom s are
attracted into the light field. The minimum of the potential is found a t the position
where the intensity is maximum. In relation to Eq. (37), for the low saturation case,
the atom s spend most of their time in the ground state, the light-shifted ground state
can be interpreted as the relevant potential for the motion of the atoms. This red
detuned trap is easily built using a single focused Gaussian laser beam where the
atom s are trapped at the focus. For the blue detuned case, the detuning is larger
than zero, the dipole interaction repels atom s out of the field and the potential is
minima at the m inim a intensity. This kind of tra p is likely hard to build since the
laser beam used needs to have a minimum at the center (box-like potentials with
hard repulsive wall).
Equation (33) and (34) are also valid for far off resonance (optical dipole force)
traps. In contrast, if the laser frequencies are much lower th an the atomic resonance
frequency, the polarizability is considered to be well approxim ated by its zero fre
quency (DC) value. The tra p using this laser light is known as a quasi-electrostatic
trap (QUEST). This trap does not rely on a specific transition, therefore it can tra p
all internal states of an atom simultaneously, as well as different atomic or molecular
species. For the FORT, as in Eq. (33) and (34), the dipole potential scales as / / A
and the scattering rate scales as / / A 2. The relation between the dipole potential
and the scattering rate can be w ritten as
(38)
To have an optical dipole force tra p w ith a very low scattering rate at a given potential
depth, it is desirable to use laser light w ith high intensity and very large detuning.
For m ulti level atom s th a t have fine structures such as in alkali-metal atoms,
the potential in Eq. (33) is modified to include the effect of two D lines in the fine
structure,
(3 9 )

5it is known as AC Stark shift.
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and the scattering rate in Eq. (34) is given by

(

7TC2
7rc2rr 22 /

s c “ 2m

1

(a

%

2

2
i

\

+ A2 ) '
^

D

( 0)

2 '

Here A Dl and A D2 are detunings from the D1 and D2 lines respectively. These for
mula are valid for the case of detuning large compared to the excited state hyperfine
splitting and the excited state linewidth and for linearly polarized laser light. For
85Rb with transition line 52 Si / 2 - 52 P i / 2 for the D 1 line and the transition from 52 Si / 2
~

5 2P 3 / 2

for the D2 line, and w ith I sat = 2ir2hcT/3A 3 as the saturation intensity, Eq.

(39) and (40) can be rew ritten as
Udip —

hT2I ( 1
2
a i/ 2 + a
241sat ^( A
A 3J/ 2 ’

^

and the scattering rate in Eq. (26) is given by
r

=

T3/ / 1
2
‘>*1
2 j '
24 I sat (' A/\ 2;.
1/2 + A 3/2

^

As mentioned earlier, for the red detuned case, the m inim a of potential is found
at the position where the intensity is maximum and thereby a tra p can easily be
built using a single focused Gaussian laser beam. The general equation for a focused
Gaussian beam of peak intensity

/ 0

is w ritten as [53]

/ ( z , r ) = / 0 - | f - e x p - 2j-2/ ^ ) .
w z(z)
Here
size),

/ 0

(43)

= 2P/irwl = the intensity a t the waist, it>o is the minimum spot size(waist

z and r are the axial and radial position respectively,

radius at

2

and w(z)

isthe

1

/e 2

and r,
w(z) = W o J 1 + ( - — —)2,
V
ZR

(44)

where r = \ J x 2 + y 2, an z R = irwl/X is the Raleigh range. z0 is the axial position at
w(z) — w0. The experim ental form of the potential energy for a red detuned FORT
then is given by
U{z, r) = - U 0- ^ ~ e x p -2r2/ ^
w l (z)
JJq is the minimum

.

(45)

potential (well depth) of the tra p at z = 0 and r = 0which is

already given in equation (41). For radial shape (z = 0), Eq.

(45) is rew ritten as

U(r) = —f/ 0 e x p -2r2^ 2 .
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FIG. 9: The radial potential depths of a cw red detuned optical dipole trap (FORT)
at the focus of a cw Gaussian laser beam as a function of the radial distance for two
different laser powers, but the same waist size wq.

The plot of radial potential well depth of a cw FO RT for 7 W atts and 4 W atts of
laser powers (as m easured before entering the vacuum chamber) and the calculated
waist ~ 16 jtim is shown in Fig. 9. 7 W atts of laser power creates a potential depth
—2.5 mK and 4 W atts of laser power gives —1.4 mK potential depth. These potential
depths are calculated using Eq. (31). The calculation of the potential depth using
Eq. (39) gives only small difference, —2.2 mK for 7 W atts and —1.2 mK for 4 W atts.
The values of laser power 7 W atts and 4 W atts are measured before the beam are sent
to the chamber, we include

8

% loss in the calculation due to the uncoated window

where the beam enters the chamber.
I I.4

M O D E -L O C K E D L A S E R

Lasers can be divided into two general categories; continuous wave (cw) and pulsed.
A cw laser em its a steady beam for as long as the laser medium is excited. A HeliumNeon (He-Ne) laser is a good example of a cw laser. A pulsed laser em its light in
individual pulses. An example of a pulsed laser is a Nd:YAG laser. However most
Nd.YAG lasers can be operated in cw and pulsed modes. The pulsed laser can be
divided further into categories such as single pulse, Q-switched, and mode-locked,
according to the behavior of the standing wave in the laser cavity. All cw lasers may
be pulsed, either mechanically using a shutter, electronic, or photonic components.
C haracterization of the laser beam outp u t can be described by two kinds of modes;
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FIG. 10: Schematic diagram of a Gaussian laser beam. The size of the beam is the
diam eter of the beam at 1 / e 2 intensity.

longitudinal modes and transverse modes. The longitudinal modes depict the vari
ations in the electrom agnetic field along the optical axis of a laser cavity while the
transverse electrom agnetic (TEM) modes express the variations of the electrom ag
netic field in the direction perpendicular to the optical axis or perpendicular to the
traveling wave. The behavior of pulsed lasers is easier to describe in term of the
longitudinal modes. A discussion on the TEM modes is very im portant if a precise
beam shape is needed. The longitudinal modes can be portrayed by waves traveling
in a rope or a string while the TEM modes like vibrations of a drum surface.
A single mode TEM 0o laser beam or Gaussian laser beam is the most widely used
for laser cooling and trapping applications. O ther TEM modes such as TEMoi laser
beam or a Laguerre mode laser beam is used to make a blue detuned FORT. The
size of the beam can be varied by varying the size of a small aperture m ounted inside
the cavity before the ou tp u t coupler. Figure 10 shows the typical schematic of a
Gaussian laser beam. The spot size w is the radial distance (radius) from the center
point of maximum intensity to the ^ point.
Figure 11 shows a typical laser cavity. The laser cavity is also called an optical
cavity or a laser resonator. The basic laser cavity is comprised of a lasing medium
(active medium), a high reflector and an outp u t coupler. A lasing medium could
be in the form of a gas, liquid, or solid. A lasing medium contains atom s th a t have
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FIG. 11: Schematic diagram of a basic laser resonator. It is comprised of a high
reflector, a lasing medium, and an o u tp u t coupler.

m etastable states and hence a population inversion can be built and stim ulated emis
sion can be initiated. The laser needs energy to excite the atom s to the m etastable
states. A gas laser uses a discharge system to excite the atom s while the liquid laser
and solid-state laser usually use light from a lam p to excite the atoms. The lasing
medium also acts as a light amplifier. The high reflector and the o u tp u t coupler act
as a feedback mechanism. The high reflector has 100% reflectivity and the ou tp u t
coupler has reflectivity a little less th an unity to couple out some of the laser beam.
In the laser cavity, laser light bounces back and forth between the mirrors a t a
MHz rate. The laser light waves can travel in both directions at the same tim e and
hence interference can result. This motion gives rise to standing waves or longitudinal
waves. These standing waves help determ ine the characteristics of the laser light
frequency and the wave length in the cavity. Figure 12 shows longitudinal modes in
a laser cavity. The standing waves in the laser cavity should satisfy the condition
th a t nodes are located at each end of the cavity. In addition, the standing waves
between points exists as long as an integral num ber of half-wavelengths can fit exactly
between the mirrors such th a t
,, A
2L
N — = L or N =
2
A

(47)

Here, N is the to tal number of half-wavelength, L is the m irror spacing, the wave
length of the N th mode is given by
= -Jjr-

(48)

The frequency of the N th mode and the frequency spacing between mode are given
as
(49)
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L

FIG. 12: A longitudinal mode between the two mirrors of the laser cavity separated
by a distance L.

Here, c is the speed of light in the cavity and n is the refractive index of the active
medium. A laser output is not exactly monochromatic, it has a bandw idth AA, and
often many longitudinal modes w ith spacing A v can fit w ithin the bandw idth and
thus exist simultaneously in the cavity. Pulsed lasers can be created from a cw cavity
laser by inserting an electro-optic m odulator or an acousto-optic m odulator in the
laser cavity. There are two types of pulsed laser output; single pulse and repetitive
pulse. A single pulse laser produces one pulse of light per laser operation while a
repetitively pulsed laser produces a train of pulses at equal spacing whenever the laser
is in operation. The repetitively pulsed laser is known as a cw mode-locked laser.
The output of a cw mode-locked laser is shown in Fig. 13. T he separation of the
pulses is equal to the time required for the light to make one round trip around the
laser cavity r = 2L /c, this value is also defined as the “pulse repetition tim e.” The
pulse repetition rate of the mode-locked laser is defined as

1

/ r and the pulse w idth

as T. In most cases, the outp u t of a mode-locked laser is characterized by measuring
the average power of the laser using a power m eter and determ ining of the pulse
w idth and the pulse repetition tim e using a fast photodiode and an oscilloscope. The
maximum power of the pulse equals the average power divided by the duty cycle of
the pulse. The duty cycle is the ratio of the tim e the laser is on to the tim e the laser
is off.
I I .5

P U L S E D FO R T

In Sec. II.3, the theory of an optical dipole force trap using single frequency, con
tinuous wave laser light has been derived and it is well discussed in the literature
[42, 52]. In this section, the derivation of an optical dipole force tra p using a pulsed
or mode-locked laser which is detuned far from an atomic resonance will be discussed.
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FIG. 13: The outp u t of a mode locked laser, train of pulses.

The discussion is based on the derivation by [38].
As discussed in Sec. II.4, a pulsed laser beam produced by a mode-locked laser in
the time domain consists of a train of pulses with a certain pulse w idth, tem porally
separated by a repetition time. In the frequency domain, each pulse is comprised of
frequency components or a comb of modes whose bandw idth equals the inverse of
the pulse width. Each of these frequency components gives rise to an AC Stark shift
as defined in Eq. (37) and (41) and their combined effect is the sum of the shifts.
This approxim ation is only valid for laser detuning larger th an the mode-locked laser
bandw idth. For smaller detuning, the interaction between individual modes has to
be included. As for our experiment, the requirem ent is satisfied since the Nd:YAG
laser we used, which is operated mode-locked, has pulsewidth ~

100

ps equivalent to

a bandw idth ~ 10 GHz, while the laser frequency detuning A u from the resonance
frequency of 85Rb ~ 645 THz.
In a time domain point of view, the atom s are portrayed as receiving a series of
mechanical kicks at the pulse repetition rate. The time-averaged effect would be the
same as th a t of a cw beam w ith the same average power unless the repetition rate of
the laser beam equals one of the characteristic frequencies of atomic m otion in the
trap which can drive a param etric oscillation of the atoms [38]. This is unlikely to
happen in our tra p since the repetition rate of the Nd:YAG laser is 82 MHz while
typical trap oscillation frequencies are in the kHz range.
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The scattering rate for a pulsed FO RT can also be considered as the sum of the
scattering rates due to each frequencies component of the mode-locked laser beam.
Equation (42) is still valid since the laser bandw idth is much smaller th an the laser
detuning even though the instantaneous intensity Ip of each pulse is very large. This
is justified from Eq. (50) below

P ' - 2( i T a '

(50)

where
^

s

t

because the fractional population of the upper state for a 10 W atts average power
laser beam which is focused down to a 1 /e 2 intensity radius 15 /im still has

£2

and

pe on the order of 10- 3 [39].
I I .6

H E A T IN G A N D LOSS

Trapping ultracold atom s in an optical dipole force trap requires cooling to load
the trap since the dipole force is conservative instead of dissipative. Efficient cool
ing techniques are very im portant to load atom s into a dipole trap since the tra p
depths are usually only ~ 1 mK. The standard procedure to load the atom s is from
a m agneto-optical trap (MOT) which is capable of trapping ultracold atom s with
tem perature ~ 100 p K (or less).

Further cooling can be applied to the trapped

atoms using some of the cooling techniques th a t have been developed for a dipole
trap [25, 27]. The number of atom s in the dipole tra p depends of the heating and
trap loss due to collisional processes taking place during loading and after the loading
is complete.
I I .6.1

H e a tin g

A fundam ental source of heating in an optical dipole force trap is the fluctuations
in absorption and spontaneous re-emission processes of the trapped photons from
the far detuned dipole tra p light. The photon scattering leads to ground state spin
relaxation, i.e. transition between different ground states (hyperfine levels). As one
of the interests in using an optical dipole force trap is to reduce this scattering rate
which is proportional to

1 /A

2, this scattering rate is reduced as the laser frequency

is detuned far from the atomic resonance.
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The heating due to fluctuations in absorption corresponds to an increase of the
therm al energy by E rec = k BTrec/2 per scattering event. The spontaneous process
also contributes one recoil energy per scattering event, the overall heating thus cor
responds to 2E rec per scattering event. The to tal heating power corresponds to the
increase of the mean therm al energy E of the atom ic motion w ith time. It is related
to the scattering rate which is defined in Sec. II.3 by
dE
PHeat = - ^ — ^ E recTsc = k BTrecr sc.

(52)

Here Trec is the recoil tem perature. The heating rate can be derived by assuming a
therm al equilibrium condition of an atomic gas in a dipole trap . In therm al equi
librium, the average kinetic energy per degree of freedom is ~kBT and in harmonic
potentials, the potential energy equals the kinetic energy, E pot / E kin = 1, giving
the average to tal energy in a three-dimensional tra p E = 3kBT. Combined w ith Eq.
(52), the equation for the heating rate becomes
dT
T 4~ =
dt
3

(53)
v '

In addition to this fundam ental heating, technical heating can also occur because
of intensity fluctuations and pointing instabilities in the trapping fields [52],

In

an optical trap, however, loss by heating from the trap laser is usually negligible
compared to loss by collisions which will be explained in next section.
I I .6.2

C old C ollision s

Since the development of laser cooling techniques in the early 1980’s, there are two
m utual results emerging from laser cooling experiments. First, it was found th a t the
collision between cold atoms in optical traps was one of the limiting factors in the
achievement of high density samples. Second, laser cooling and trapping techniques
also allow for the advancement in the study of the physics of cold collisions [56]. In
fact, knowledge of collision processes in atom traps was critical for achieving high
density samples. There are some unique differences between typical atomic collisions
(fast and high energy collisions) and ultracold ones [57]. For high energy collisions,
a collision happens during a very short time-much shorter than the lifetime of any
electronic excited states. In contrast, a low energy collision happens with longer time,
many absorption-emission cycles may occur in the light field during the collision,
and collisions between excited atom s may occur. Collisional processes can lead to
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substantial trap loss. Extensive studies have been done to understand the collisional
processes involved in optical trap s [58, 59, 60, 61] theoretically and experimentally.
Accurate determ ination of density-dependent collision rates requires an accurate
determ ination of the density. Density measurements on trapped atom s are usually
done by counting the num ber of atom s with either absorption (absorption imaging)
or emission (fluorescence detection) techniques, combined w ith m easurem ents of the
spatial distribution of the cloud of the trapped atoms. Collision rates are typically
extracted by observing the time dependence of the atom num ber either as the tra p
loads or as it decays. The number of atom s in a tra p with no loading can be described
by a general loss (decay) equation [52]:
= —a N ( t ) — P f n 2(r ,t)d3r —7 f n 3(r ,t)d3r.
dt

J y

(54)

J y

Here, the first term with a as the single-particle loss coefficient represents the loss
due to the collision process between the trapped atom s with the background gas in
the vacuum apparatus, a is very small for an u ltra high vacuum (~ 10- 1 1 Torr)
and higher for a vapor cell experiment. The second term describes the tra p loss
due to inelastic-ultracold binary collisions th a t reveals a wide range of interesting
physics. The quantity (3 is the two-body loss coefficient which contains the probabil
ities for inelastic process such as fine-structure changing collisions, radiative escape,
and photo-association. The last term represents three-body losses w ith loss coeffi
cient

7

. It is only relevant at extremely high density traps and will not be considered

below.
In general, because of the spatial variation of atomic density n(r,t) a detailed
integration over the whole volume occupied by the atoms [56] is required. However,
the spatial density distribution of the trapped atom s can be in one of the two possible
limits. First, at low density, radiation trapping is negligible and the trap distribution
is close to Gaussian hence the integration over volume is triv ial . 6 Second, at high
density, radiation trapping dom inates and the density is approxim ated by a “flattop” profile. For the low density case, the density can then simply be replaced by
the number of atom s measured divided by the volume. In this experiment, the first
limit is considered, hence Eq. (54) can be re-w ritten as
= _ a 'j v (t) - D'N\t).
6This situation is typical for our experiment.
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Here the prime is used to differentiate it from the coefficients which are defined w ith
respect to the spatial density: a and /3.
Two types of collisions may happen between the trapped atoms; elastic and in
elastic. Elastic collisions do not necessarily change the internal state of the atom s
but can lead to therm alization of the trapped sample due to m om entum transfer and
may cause atom loss from a trap by evaporation. This type of collision is very use
ful for evaporative cooling to achieve Bose-Einstein Condensation, however, elastic
collisions can also cause problems such as for high precision frequency m easurem ent,
since a small system atic shift results from this type of collision. Inelastic collisions
change the internal state of atoms. The exchange energy in the collision process leads
to an excess of kinetic energy causing tra p loss especially in the optical trap w ith a
shallow potential depth.
In term s of the internal state of atoms, there are three classes of collisions th a t
occur between the trapped atom s [62] th a t depend on the short and long-range po
tentials.

First is a ground state collision where both atom s are in their ground

electronic states. Like higher tem perature collisions, the atom ic motion is governed
by conservative interatom ic forces, the collisions are sensitive to the potential inter
action shape. Elastic collisions dom inate in this class of collision since they interact
only through the weak, short range 1 /i ? 6 van der Waals interaction and usually oc
cur at low intensity light field. Here R is the interatom ic separation. An im portant
contribution to tra p loss due to ground-state collisions, which mostly involves alkali
atoms, is the inelastic hyperfine-state-changing process. This process gives an in
crease in the kinetic energy of each of the colliding atom s of h vh fs/ 2 , where Uhfs is
the atomic ground state hyperfine splitting.
The second class of cold collisions is the collision involving a ground state atom
with an excited atom. This class of collision is of interest because it is very im portant
in a M OT or FORT. For homonuclear atom s, the interaction is dom inated by a long
range l / R ? dipole-dipole interaction [62, 63]. At long range, this collision is dom inant
over the ground state collisions, it mostly occurs at high intensity laser light where
light scattering is likely to occur. There are three inelastic processes involved in this
type of collision; Radiative escape (RE), fine structure changing (FCC) collisions,
and hyperfine structure changing collision. The latter has a small contribution to
the total tra p loss.
The third class of collision involves two excited atoms. This doubly excited state
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collision is also dependent on the long-range potential, interaction w ith external fields,
and spontaneous emission. The collisional rate is smaller compared to the collisional
rate of the second class collision since the doubly excited interaction potentials are
relatively weak, 1/ R b range and is usually characterized by a quadrupole-quadrupole
interaction.
In our experiment, the ultracold atom s are loaded into the FO RT from a MOT.
There are two stages during loading when collisional processes play a role. F irst is
in the loading stage where the M OT laser beams are still present to transfer atom s
from the M OT to the FORT. The second stage is the holding stage where the M OT
laser beams have been turned off (loading is term inated). Trap loss because of lightassisted binary collision (radiative escape) and excited-state fine structure-changing
collision strongly affect a M OT b u t are negligibly small for a FO RT because of the
extremely low excitation probability. They can be im portant in the FO RT if near
resonant cooling light is present or the FO RT light is not far-detuned. Equation

(55)

is somewhat modified to represent both stages. The loading stage has an additional
term which include the loading rate Rq and a new param eter 7 mot which characterizes
the change to the M OT dynamics during the FO RT loading stage:

^ = R0e(-W ) - r l N -

P'l N 2,

(56)

and for the holding stage, the num ber of atom s remaining in the tra p is the solution
of

^ = -r„JV Equations

(56) and (57)

P'„N 2.

(57)

will be used frequently in the analysis of this experiment.

The index L and Hare used to differentiate the collision rates between both stages.
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CHAPTER III
THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A m ajor challenge in doing research in experim ental atomic physics is to prepare a
sample in such condition as to avoid the interaction with the surroundings and any
circumstances th a t obscure the experim ental result. In laser cooling and trapping
experiments, the atom sample is cooled and confined in a high or u ltra high vacuum
chamber with very low background gas pressure. Applying techniques to get high
vacuum while still m aintaining a relatively simple optical arrangem ent is ju st one of
the details of the experim ental setup th a t we will discuss in this chapter.
The simplified experim ental setup of the cw and pulsed FO RT system for con
fining rubidium atom s is shown in Fig. 14. It begins with a 85Rb MOT. The M OT
consists of three pairs of counter propagating tra p laser beam s (sometimes called the
M OT prim ary laser beam) and two pairs of horizontal counter propagating repum p
laser beams. The tra p beams come from a Master-Slave configuration diode laser
system (not shown). The repum p laser beam comes from a separate laser for easy
intensity and frequency control. The o u tp u t of the lasers is coupled to a fiber optic
cable for easy alignment to the vacuum chamber. A pair of anti-Helm holtz coils (not
shown) with a magnetic field gradient about 10 G /cm is used to tra p Rb atom s in the
MOT. After a stable M OT has been achieved, the atoms in the M OT are transferred
to the FORT, first by overlapping the rubidium cloud w ith the waist of a Nd:YAG
laser beam at the center of the chamber for a certain am ount of time, then all the
MOT laser beams and the m agnetic field are switched off while the FO RT laser beam
remains on. The atom s captured in the FORT potential well are held by the FORT
laser beam for a couple of seconds before being ejected from the trap. An imaging
system using a CCD (CCD2) cam era aimed down the bore of the FORT beam is
used to m onitor the alignment of the M OT cloud to the waist of the FO RT beam.
While the Cam era CCD1 is ju st used to m onitor the M OT cloud. The num ber of
atoms in the FORT is determ ined by measuring the fluorescence of recaptured atom s
in an optical molasses phase, where the M OT beams are on bu t no magnetic field is
present. Fluorescence is detected w ith a photom ultiplier tube.
In this chapter, all the aspects of the experim ental setup will be explained in detail
including the vacuum chamber, the external cavity laser systems, optics for the MOT,
and the Nd:YAG laser system for cw and pulsed FORT operation. The detection
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FIG. 14: The experim ental setup for cw and pulsed FORT. LI = 100mm and L2
= 200mm.
F I = neutral density filter, F2 = colored glass filter, F3 = interfer
ence filter, and F4 = short pass filter. PBS = polarized
beam splitter and PM T =
photomultiplier.
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system and the d a ta acquisition system will be discussed in the next chapter. Details
of the experim ental arrangem ent for performing spectroscopy of atom s in the FO RT
will be described in C hapter V.
111.1

V A C U U M SY STEM

The vacuum system is the center of the laser cooling and trapping experim ent where
the atom s are cooled, confined, and m anipulated. Vacuum denotes th a t air or other
gases have been substantially removed [64]. The am ount removed depends on the
application, and creating a vacuum is done for many reasons.

In this case, the

collisions between background gases and the cooled atoms will result in atom s being
ejected from the optical trap (trap loss). The loss rate depends on the density and
the velocity of background gases and also depends on the collision cross section. The
removal of the background gases in a vacuum system is done by many m ethods, for
example: by displacement pum ps or by capture pumps. Here the cham ber is first
evacuated to low pressure from atm ospheric pressure by a turbom olecular pum p and
is then pum ped to even lower pressure by an ion pump. The suitable pressure for
laser cooling and trapping experim ents is in the range of 1CT7 to 10~ 12 Torr, which
is referred to as u ltra high vacuum (UHV) to extrem e high vacuum.
In this experiment, the vacuum system is a custom -built cylindrical chamber with
ten of 2-3/4" conflat ports. Six of the ports are used for the M OT lasers, two for
the FO RT beam, and two for detection. The chamber is continuously pum ped by an
1 11

/s ion pump, resulting in a pressure which is estim ated to be in the low to mid

10“ 9 Torr range. Figure 15 displays the vacuum system used for this experim ent, it
shows the outlets for the ion pum p and Rb dispenser. The preparation of the vacuum
system follows the standard procedure [54] and will not be explained in detail here.
111.2

D IO D E L A S E R S Y S T E M

As mentioned in Sec. II.4, a simple laser cavity is comprised of a laser medium and
two reflecting mirrors. The operating frequency v is determ ined by the cavity m irror
spacing L, and the energy difference E between the two energy levels used for the
stim ulated emission. Two relations which m ust be satisfied for operating the laser
are [65]:
" = N ^ i '
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FIG. 15: The vacuum system used in this experiment.
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(59)
h
Here N is an integer, c is the speed of light, h is Planck’s constant, and n is the index
'

of refraction between the reflectors.
From Eq. (59), it can be shown th a t the uncertainty principle, A eA t ~ h can
give rise to a finite linewidth of the laser frequency where Ae is the uncertainty of
the level’s energy and A t is the uncertainty in its lifetime. R andom motion of the
atoms or molecules in the laser medium also contributes to the linewidth where there
is a finite gain bandw idth which is a measure of the range of frequencies th a t satisfy
Eq. (59). Due to this bandw idth, many longitudinal modes w ith spacing Az/ can fit
within the bandw idth and thus exist simultaneously in the cavity. The quantitative
representation of the laser ou tp u t is given by Schawlow-Townes linewidth (limit) [65]:
a

,.

hu0
2tr

(1-R f
PL2

(60)

Here hu0 is the average photon energy, c is the speed of light in the laser medium,
P is the output power, L is the cavity length, and R is the reflectivity of the outp u t
mirror. Equation (60) shows th a t the linewidth can be reduced by changing the cavity
length and the output m irror reflectivity. The linewidth is decreased by lengthening
the cavity and increasing the o u tp u t m irror reflectivity. From Eq. (58), it can be seen
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th a t frequency fluctuations can arise from the fluctuations in the index of refraction
n and the cavity length L. Both of the fluctuations are m ostly due to environm ental
influences such as vibration and tem perature.
Commercial diode lasers are fortunately suitable as a light source for laser cooling
and trapping experiments. The cooling transition of m ost alkalis is accessible by the
frequencies of the inexpensive diode lasers which also are tunable [54]. In addition,
diode lasers for other elements beyond the alkalis have been produced as well to
replace some of the state of the art, expensive lasers such as a dye laser or a Ti:S
laser. However, free running diode lasers have linewidths on the order of tens of
MHz and can be tuned continuously only w ithin certain lim ited spectral regions
[55]. Moreover, because of their short laser cavities, their frequencies are sensitive
to changes in tem perature and injection current, fluctuation on the current and the
tem perature create some fluctuation in the frequency output, which is unsuitable for
laser cooling and trapping experiments. Most laser cooling experim ents dem and laser
systems th a t are tunable around a resonance frequency of atom s and highly stabilized
and capable of remaining “locked” at or near the atomic resonance for long periods
of time. Various m ethods to reduce the necessary linewidth and stabilization of the
frequency have been developed [55,

66

, 67]. The most commonly used is an external

cavity equipped w ith a diffraction grating and a piezo electric transducer (PZT) [55].
Using this scheme, one is able to tune the diode laser over a range up to « 25 nm and
narrow the linewidth down to less th an 1 MHz. This diode laser system is known
as an external cavity diode laser (ECDL). The next section will discuss the ECDL,
laser stabilization, tra p laser and repum p laser. A M OT setup is also described.
I II .2.1

E x te rn a l C a v ity D io d e Laser (E C D L )

An ECDL has three basic components, a commercial diode laser, a collimating lens
and a diffraction grating. There are two typical configurations widely used for the
external cavity, Littm an-M etcalf configuration and Littrow configuration. In Littrow
configuration, an external cavity is built using the back facet of the diode laser
internal cavity and the grating surface as reflectors. The laser frequency is tuned by
changing the angle of the grating. Typically, the angle adjustm ent is performed by
sending 0-200 V voltage to a PZ T which is m ounted behind the grating. The first
order laser light is sent back to the laser diode internal cavity and the zeroth order is
used as the laser output. For the Littm an-M etcalf configuration, an external m irror
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FIG. 16: The components of an ECDL in L ittm an-M etcalf configuration.

is added. The grating is no longer positioned in Littrow configuration and the PZ T
is attached to the horizontal adjustm ent screw of the m irror m ount instead, as shown
in Fig. 16. The laser frequency is tuned by adjusting the m irror angle.
The frequency fluctuations of the diode laser are due to the fluctuations in tem 
perature of the diode and the external cavity, injection current for the diode, and
mechanical fluctuations - minimizing them needs some effort and is tim e consuming.
In our experiment, some steps have been taken to reduce the mechanical fluctuations
which are m ostly due to frequent vibrations in the building. The principal m ethod
for reducing vibrations is by floating the optical table, the second is to m ount the
laser system on a mechanically stable base plate. This base plate is m ounted on
three legs for height adjustm ent and the legs are m ounted onto the optical table us
ing rubber pads. The laser system is also enclosed by an aluminum box to reduce the
air movement and sensitivity to frequent tem perature changes in the lab. This box
has outlets for laser beam outp u t and for adjusting the cavity mirror. The tem pera
ture of the diode is stabilized using a Peltier cooler, sometimes it is referred to as a
“therm oelectric cooler” (TEC). The laser diode and the collimating lens are enclosed
within a collimating tube (Thorlabs LT230P-B), and m ounted on a m ounting block.
This block is m ounted on another aluminum block such th a t the TEC can be placed
between the two blocks. Its tem perature is m onitored using a therm istor th a t is in
serted into a small hole near the collim ating tube. The TEC and the therm istor are
connected to a feedback circuit of a homemade tem perature controller. The diode
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injection current is controlled by a homemade current controller.
I II .2.2

S a tu r a te d A b so rp tio n S p ec tr o m e te r (S A S ) and D io d e Laser S ta 
b iliza tio n

In our experiment, the tem perature and the injection current of the diode laser are
set to a constant value by the tem perature and the current controller, respectively,
and generally then need only a small adjustm ent if the room tem perature causes
mode hopping 1 to the laser due to changes in the cavity length of the external cavity . 2
Usually, if the adjustm ent cannot solve the problem, tweaking of the cavity mirrors is
needed. It is inconvenient to tune the laser frequently if one needs to do measurements
for a long period of time, therefore long-term stabilization of the laser frequency
is needed.

The stabilization is usually achieved by using electronic feedback and

locking the laser frequency to an external frequency reference. Here, the most suitable
external reference for locking the laser frequency is a narrow peak in a rubidium
saturated absorption spectrum (SAS).
The saturation absorption technique was developed by Schawlow and Hansch in
1970’s as a practical way to use nonlinear interactions of laser light with atom s to
produce spectra w ithout Doppler broadening. This technique is known as Dopplerfree S aturated A bsorption Spectroscopy/spectrom eter. The setup for the saturated
absorption spectrom eter is shown in Fig. 17.
In this setup, a small portion of the laser beam th a t will be used for an experim ent
is diverted to the SAS using a beam splitter (BS1) and split into two probe beams
and one pum p beam at BS2. The laser source is an external cavity diode laser whose
frequency can be swept through atomic absorption lines by varying the voltage across
a PZT which changes the laser cavity’s resonant frequency. An optical isolator is
often used to prevent unwanted reflected light from going back into the laser system.
Both probe beam s pass through a low density rubidium vapor cell which is used
as a reference cell. The pum p beam , which is much more intense th an the probe
beams enters the cell from the opposite side and is superim posed on one of the
probe beams. The probe beam th a t is overlapped w ith the pum p beam is called the
xMode hopping is a phenomenon that occurs when the wavelength A or the laser cavity length
has changed such that an additional A/2 of light can fit within the diode’s laser cavity. AA =
r n ( m + i ) • H°r0 AA is the size of the mode hop, m is integer, no is the diode refraction index and l c
is the cavity length.
2No TEC is used to control the temperature in the external cavity.
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FIG. 17: The optical setup for Rb satu rated absorption spectrom eter. BS is beam
splitter, M is mirror. I/V box is a current to voltage converter which is comprised of
two photodiodes and a differential amplifier.

“saturated beam ” and the other probe beam is called the “reference beam .” Each of
the probe beams is sent to a separate photodiode by two small beam splitters (BS3).
The signals from the photodiodes are sent to a differential amplifier which outputs
the amplified difference between the two signals.
The Doppler effect, discussed in Sec. II.2.1, plays a crucial role in this technique.
It is known th a t in conventional laser spectroscopy, the closely spectral lines arising
from atomic fine structure or hyperfine structure are often not resolved because of
Doppler broadening (Doppler broadened absorption lines) [6 8 ]. The Doppler broad
ening arises because of the therm al (random ) m otion of atoms. W hen a laser beam
propagates through an atomic vapor cell, therm al (random) motion which has a
Maxwellian distribution of velocities will cause m ost of the atom s to absorb photons
from the incident light at frequencies Doppler shifted away from the atom s’s resonant
frequency. For example, an atom moving w ith velocity v in the direction of propaga
tion of the light will absorb photons w ith frequency co =

u ; 0( l + v / c ) ,

where

ujq

is the

resonance frequency of the atom . If the laser frequency is tuned to u>0, only those
atom s th a t have no component of velocity along the line of the incident light will be
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resonant w ith it. In another example, if the laser frequency is tuned to the Doppler
shifted u , the light will be resonant w ith ju st those atoms th a t have velocity along
the laser beam such th a t v /c = (u> - ojq) / uq . v >

0

if the atom s move in the direction

of the laser beam and v < 0 if atom s moves toward the laser beam. Therefore, if
the laser frequency is varied , 3 the laser light will interact w ith a different p art of the
therm al distribution of the velocities of the atoms, resulting in an absorption profile
which is a function of laser frequency u>. The intensity of the absorbed radiation as
a function of frequency ui is given by
I ( oj) -= 70 exp[—m c2{ui — cu0)2/(2kTu)%)].

(61)

Here J 0 is the intensity at co = u;0. The profile has the shape of a Gaussian (Doppler
broadened absorption line shape) with full w idth at half m aximum (FWHM) given
by [6 8 ]
Aujp = \/8 k B In 2 — \ j — ,
(62)
c VM
where k s is the Boltzm ann constant, M is the mass of an atom , and T is the va
por tem perature.

This FW HM corresponds to the linewidth due to the Doppler

broadening which is about 3.24 GHz for rubidium at room tem perature.
The saturated absorption spectrom eter, as shown in Fig. 17, eliminates Doppler
broadening. W hen the satu rated beam is blocked, the reference beam is absorbed
by the atom s if the laser frequency equals the Doppler shifted frequency seen by the
atom s and hence the absorption signal displays the usual Doppler broadened absorp
tion profile. However, when the reference beam is unblocked, the satu rated beam still
displays the broad Doppler profile, bu t at certain laser frequencies additional narrow
peaks are revealed. W hen both probe beams are sent to the differential amplifier
(where they are subtracted), only the narrow peaks remain (Doppler-free absorption
signal).

The narrow peaks arise because of the interaction of the satu rated

beam

and the pum p beam with atom s in the vapor cell. If the laser frequency is different
from the resonance frequency of the atoms, one of the beams interacts w ith one set
of atom s w ith velocity v, the other beam interacts with the other set of atom s w ith
velocity —v. However, when the laser frequency is tuned to the atomic resonance
frequency, the pum p beam and the probe beam will interact w ith the same set of
atom s which are the atom s th a t have approxim ately zero velocity (at rest) along the
axis of the beams. Under these circumstances, the stronger pum p beam will excite
3The frequency is usually scanned using the piezo electric transducer PZT.
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m ost of the atoms, leaving very few for the probe beam to interact with. So the sat
urated probe beam travels through the vapor cell w ithout being absorbed in a very
narrow range of frequencies corresponding to the linewidth of the atom ic transition
which for rubidium is about

6

MHz.

In a SAS experiment, there are four saturation absorption spectra which will
be seen on the scope, two for each isotopes (85Rb and

8 7 Rb)

if one is able to scan

the frequency of the laser for a certain frequency range. The two spectra for each
isotope can be used to lock the tra p laser and the hyperfine/repum p laser.

The

spectrum for locking the trap laser can be seen in Fig. 18. The spectrum has main
peaks as a result of transitions from F = 3 to F ' = 2, 3, 4 and crossover peaks F
= 3 to F '= (2,3), (2,4), (3,4). These crossover peaks occur when two transitions
share a common ground state, bu t different excited state. Crossover peaks are often
more intense than the norm al transitions.

We lock the trap laser at a crossover

peak (2,4) whose frequency ~ —92 MHz from F '= 4 . In order to detune the laser
frequency A = —2 r = 12 MHz from the resonance frequency, the laser light going
into the experim ent is shifted +80 MHz by an acousto-optic m odulator. As discussed
earlier, the frequency of an ECDL can be stabilized by locking it to an external
reference such as narrow peaks from a Doppler free - saturation absorption spectrum
(SAS). “Locking” means tuning the laser cavity by either adjusting the piezoelectric
transducer continuously or changing the injection current using a feedback circuit to
the reference frequency. The former is m ost commonly used. The laser frequency
can be locked either to the side (side locking) or to the peak (peak locking) of a
narrow, saturated absorption line [55]. Side locking uses the fact th a t on the side
of a narrow absorption line, the o u tp u t V(u;) of the differential photodiodes has a
steep slope as a function of the laser frequency ui, to lock the laser to a frequency u>0
for which dV (w )/da ; | a;0 ^

0

, a reference voltage V((j0) is subtracted from the o u tp u t

signal to produce an error signal err(cj) = V(cj) — V(cj0)- This error signal serves as
the input to the feedback circuit which adjusts the laser frequency to produce err(w)
= 0. This locking technique is sensitive to the fluctuations in beam intensity and
laser alignment which can alter the lock point. Peak locking is chosen to avoid this
fluctuation dependence. However, on the peak of the saturated absorption line, the
derivative of the output voltage is zero. If the laser frequency is locked to frequency
Wo, a drift toward higher or lower frequency causes a decrease in the o u tp u t voltage of
the photodiodes and the error signal is no longer zero. A nonzero error signal alone is
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FIG. 18: The saturated absorption spectrum of 85Rb for transitions from F = 3 to
F', there are 3 crossover peaks shown here. The tra p laser is locked at crossover peak
(2,4) and shifted to the desired frequency l j l from resonance frequency ujq using an
acousto-optic m odulator, detuning is A = uo —ool.

insufficient to determ ine whether the laser frequency should be adjusted. The most
common way to solve this problem is by using phase sensitive detection to provide
an error signal which closely resembles the derivative of the saturation absorption
line. This derivative shape is known as a dispersive-like error signal. A dispersivelike error signal can be obtained by m odulating the laser frequency w ith an ac signal
and then dem odulating the signal from the satu rated absorption spectrom eter using
a lock-in amplifier (dither-locking m ethod). The effort to produce a dispersive-like
error signal, especially w ithout m odulation, is of current interest in atomic physics,
where a number of new techniques have recently been developed for this purpose
[69, 70, 71].
In this experiment, we im plement a dither-locking m ethod using a lock-in ampli
fier. In this technique, the laser frequency is dithered slowly at a frequency Q such
th a t lj — coo' + Acucos(fit). Technically, an ac signal with frequency 0/27r ~ 10 kHz
is fed from the reference connection of the lock-in amplifier into the current controller
and hence the output voltage of the differential photodiodes results in V (t) = V(u;(t))
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~ V[uV + Awcos(fit)]. Here w0' is the frequency of the laser when it is not dithered.
This ou tp u t voltage becomes the input signal of the lock-in amplifier. If Aw

f2, the

voltage signal behaves as if the laser frequency were slowly oscillating back and forth
and hence the true signal from the SAS is also m odulated at this frequency. The
lock-in amplifier will then produce an error signal which is the Fourier com ponent of
V (t) at frequency D. By assuming V(w) as a Gaussian peak, the expansion of V(w)
for w ~ u>o can be w ritten as
V ( oj) « V (w0) + A(w —wo)2-

(63)

The expansion of V (t) can be w ritten as
V( t ) = V[ lo'0 + Awcos(Fh)] ~ V(u>'0) +

• Awcos(fit) + ...,

(64)

\AJ 6

so the error signal is defined as
err (to) ~

dV
duj

• Aw ~

2

A(w —wo).

(65)

The error signal has the desired property th a t err(w) = 0 and its derivative ^ 0, hence
it is suitable for a feedback circuit. However this m ethod has some disadvantages.
The dither m ethod needs a sometimes expensive lock-in amplifier and has a limited
recovery range. The schematic of the electronics for frequency locking used in this
experiment is shown in Fig. 19.
I II.2.3

Laser B ea m S etu p

Two external cavity diode lasers are used in this experiment, one for the M OT trap
laser beams and one for the repum p laser beams. One could use one laser w ith an
added sideband to replace the need for the second laser [72]. We purposely use a
second laser for the repum p laser beam s in order to be able to obtain fine intensity
control during the FO RT loading process. The M OT trap laser light is used to excite
the atoms from the ground state F = 3 to excited state F' = 4. The M OT trap
laser is constructed using a master-slave configuration to provide high power laser
beams. The trap laser setup is shown in Fig. 20. The m aster laser is an ECDL
laser with most of its ou tp u t beam sent to injection lock the otherwise free running
slave laser. Both lasers are built using a diode laser Sanyo DL 7140-201S. The power
output of the m aster laser after being split to the satu rated absorption spectrom eter
(SAS) is ~

8

mW while the outp u t power of the slave laser before going into a fiber
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FIG. 19: Schematic of the electronics used to lock the laser frequency.
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FIG. 20: The optical alignment of the master-slave laser system. Here FL = fiber
launcher.

launcher (FL) is ~ 17 mW. Coupling as much of the slave laser outp u t as possible
to a single mode fiber optic cable needs a certain effort. We use a telescope with
magnification l x to collimate the beam going into the fiber cable launcher. This
telescope is m ounted on a translation stage for adjusting the collimation. We found
th a t every tim e we switched the slave laser AOM on and off, the light polarization at
the other end of the fiber optic cable (which is not a polarization m aintaining fiber)
changes. Using a half wave plate and a polarized beam splitter cube, we were able
to overcome this problem. We used a polarization m aintaining (PM) fiber once, but
it gave less coupling than the current setup. The coupling setup we used results in
about

8

mW tra p laser light going into the vacuum chamber.

There are two ways to detune the frequency of the M OT tra p laser, using a single
pass or using a double pass AOM system. A double pass system is preferred if one
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uses fiber optics to send the laser beam to the vacuum cham ber since the detuning
will cause a beam walk and uncouple the beam from the fiber optics in the case of a
single pass system. However for the convenience of using a double pass system one
will pay the price of losing up to half of the laser beam power because the beam
passes the AOM twice before going to the fiber optics, and the AOM typically has
70-80% efficiency. A thorough explanation about a double pass system can be found
in [73].

Since we have only

8

mW tra p laser power from the slave laser outp u t

going into the vacuum chamber, we set the double pass system before a satu rated
absorption spectrom eter (SAS) as seen in Fig. 20. We use a 30/70 beam splitter to
split the laser beam from the m aster laser, 70% goes to the slave laser and 30% goes
to the double pass system. This is slightly more power th an one usually needs for
an SAS system, but the double pass system has only about 50% efficiency. Since we
use an AOM before the SAS absorption, another AOM has to be added at the slave
laser beam. In order to have detuning A = —2T, the AOM inside the double pass
system is shifted —80MHz, the result will be shifting the m aster laser +160 MHz
and the AOM in the slave laser setup is shifted —80 MHz in order to get a to tal shift
+80 MHz then detuning is A = —2r. The purposes of an AOM in the laser beam
setup is twofold. The first is to shift the laser frequency to the desired one and the
second is to switch the laser beam on and off. The circuitry to control the AOM by
feeding a TT L signal from a LabVIEW program and the voltage controlled oscillator
to produce a radio frequency (RF) signal is shown in Fig. 32. The discussion of the
switching system for an AOM is presented in the next chapter.
The repum p laser setup is shown in Fig. 21. The repum p laser is also an ECDL
laser and used to optically pum p the atom s th a t fall to the ground states F = 2 as
shown in the 85Rb energy levels in Fig. 1. It is built using a Hitachi HL7851 diode
laser. Since we do not need to have high intensity for repum p laser output, the laser
system does not need a master-slave configuration. The laser power outp u t before
entering the fiber launcher is ~ 1.4 m W and, after the fiber optic cable is coupled,
only 500 ^W . This is more th an adequate for the repum p beam of the MOT. The
frequency of the repum p laser and M OT trap laser are locked using the dither locking
m ethod. According to [42], the maximum loading of ultracold atom s from a M OT to
a FORT happens when the detuning of the repum p laser is zero. We use a saturated
absorption signal for the transition from F = 2 to F ' = 1, 2, 3 of 85Rb and lock the
repump laser frequency at the peak of the transition from F = 2 to F ' = 1 and use
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FIG. 21: The optical setup of the repum p laser beam. Here FL = fiber launcher.
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an AOM to shift it 92.7 MHz to F ' = 3. The AOM is also switched by a Lab VIEW
program to follow the loading tim e sequence as discussed in the next chapter. The
intensity of the repum p laser beam going to the vacuum cham ber can be varied by
adjusting the RF power going into the AOM, this is done using a voltage controlled
attenuator as shown in Fig. 32. The variation of repum p laser intensity is needed to
investigate the intensity dependence of the FORT loading rate.
I II .3

M OT SETU P A N D PERFO RM ANCE

The M OT consists of three sets of counter-propogating tra p laser beam s (sometimes
called the M OT prim ary laser beam) and two horizontal counter propagating repum p
laser beams. The tra p beams come from a Master-Slave configuration diode laser
setup as shown in Fig. 20 and the repum p laser beam comes from a repum p laser
setup as shown in Fig. 21. The outp u t of both lasers is coupled to a fiber optic cable
for easy alignment to the vacuum chamber. The beam alignment for the M OT is
shown in Fig. 22. The trap laser beam which comes out of the fiber optic cable is
divergent, a collimator lens T2 (Olympus 41.7 mm) is used to collimate the beam.
The beam is then expanded by a beam expander T3 (1.67x) to a 1 /e 2 beam radius
entering the chamber of 0.55 mm.

The beam is then split by a polarized beam

splitter cube (PBS) such th a t 1/3 of the beam is reflected up for the upper beam of
the trap laser beam to be sent to the vacuum chamber and the rest is transm itted.
The transm itted beam is split further by an unpolarized beam splitter cube, the
transm itted one and the reflected one, both are sent by m irrors to the chamber.
There is a half wave plate (HW P) m ounted before the beam expander to balance
the intensity of the three beams th a t go to the chamber. Each beam th a t goes to
the chamber is circularly polarized by a quarter wave plate (Q W P) th a t is m ounted
before the chamber window. After entering the chamber the beam s passing through
the opposite window and are retro reflected. These retro reflected beam are also
circularly polarized by a QWP. The repum p laser beam is collimated and expanded
by collimator T1 after it comes out from the fiber optic cable hence the beam radius
is equal to the beam size of the tra p laser beam. In order to be able to calculate
the intensity of the repum p laser beam, the beam alignment is somewhat critical.
W ith given beam radius, the maximum intensity of the tra p laser beam is 23.1
m W /cm 2 and the maximum intensity of the repum p laser is 1 m W /cm 2. A pair
of anti Helmholtz coils is m ounted outside the chamber which give a magnetic field
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FIG. 22: The optical setup of M OT laser beams. Here FL is fiber launcher, T2 is a
beam collimator, T 1 and T3 are beam expanders. Q W P is a quarter waveplate and
HW P is a half wave plate.
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gradient of about 10 G /cm used to tra p Rb in the MOT. This magnetic field gradient
can be varied by adjusting the current supply, it also can be turned on and off by a
B-field switching circuit. We use a Hewlett Packard power supply and a homemade
B-field switcher. The switching is controlled by the Lab VIEW program as shown in
Fig. 30.
To operate the MOT, first the Rb oven is turned on by turning on the current
supply for the dispenser. The current is set above 3 A at first to fill the chamber with
Rb atom s- especially if the M OT has not been turned on for more than a week. After
one hour, the current can be lowered to avoid saturation. Then, the anti Helmholtz
power supply is turned on and both tra p laser and repum p laser are locked to the
lock points. If there is no fluorescence seen in the chamber, it usually means th a t
the laser lock is not correct or the slave is not following the m aster in the case of the
trap beams. For the latter a simple current adjustm ent usually solves the problem.
A Rb M OT cloud should be seen at the center of the chamber.
At first, every time we turned the M OT on, we noticed th a t the Rb cloud was
not at the center of the chamber.

We found th a t this was due in p art to stray

magnetic fields around the vacuum cham ber especially due to th e ion pum p m agnet.
This is a problem if we want to reproducibly overlap the M OT w ith the focused
FORT laser beam. So we set five shim coils around the chamber. Each shim coil is
independently controlled w ith a separate power supply. The position of the Rb cloud
at the center of the chamber can be adjusted by varying the current for each shim
coil. To approxim ately null any stray magnetic fields, the M OT image is observed
on a TV m onitor or using a photodiode detection connected to a digital oscilloscope
while only the anti-Helmholtz m agnetic field is quickly switched off. If the m agnetic
field is nulled, the atom s (now in an optical molasses only) should disperse slowly. In
reality, because reflective losses on windows and other optics cause the M OT laser
beams to have slightly different intensities, this technique is essentially balancing
the forces felt by the atoms. Ideally, for efficient FORT loading both the forces will
be balanced and the fields will be nulled at the center of the chamber. The M OT
optimum performance is obtained at ~ 3 A Rb dispenser current, and 4.5 A current
of anti-Helmholtz coils. These settings give about 1.5 x 107 Rb atom s trapped.
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III.4

N D :Y A G L A S E R S Y S T E M

The laser system used as the FORT laser in this experiment is a Spectra-Physics
Model 3800 Nd:YAG Laser which can be operated in continuous (cw) and cw modelocked mode, both at 1064 nm wavelength. A lthough not used in this experim ent,
the laser can also be Q-switched. The cw mode-locked mode can also operate at
532 nm wavelength using a frequency doubler. The average power for cw mode is 11
W atts while for mode-locked it is 10 W atts. The laser system consists of the Model
3800 laser head, the Model 3242 mode locker, Model 3275 acousto-optic stabilizer/Q switch and the power supply [74].
Since this laser system is rated as a class IV-high power, safety and fire hazards
become an im portant issue when one is operating the laser. The accidental exposure
to both direct and the reflected beam m ust be avoided.

The diffuse as well as

the specular beam reflections can cause severe eye or skin damage. Also because
the o u tput of this laser is invisible (1064 nm), the proper goggles with the right
wavelength rating should be used all the tim e during the laser operation and only
limited and laser safety-trained personnel are allowed in the laser operation area.
There are four parts of the laser system th a t needed to be installed and tested
before the whole system could be operated safely and w ith high performance. The
first is the power supply which controls everything in the laser system; shutters,
water cooling flow, current to the krypton lamp in the laser head, and electrical
connections to the laser head. The second is the laser head which consist of the
laser/optical cavity; Nd:YAG Rod w ith krypton arc lamp (lasing unit), high reflector,
output coupler, pinhole, shutter and polarizer. The third is the mode locker system
which consists of mode locker m odulator, mode locker driver, and stabilizer. The
last p art is switching system which consist of an acousto-optic m odulator (AOM)
and Model 3275 acousto-optic stabilizer/Q -sw itch for driving and controlling the
AOM frequency. Since the laser system had not been used for a long tim e and had
been taken apart and moved several times before coming to our lab, the laser head,
mode locker system and switching system needed to be installed and aligned.
The control center of the laser system is the power supply. It has a front and back
control panel. The front panel displays a key switch, knobs, m eter and indicators.
A key switch in the front panel is used to tu rn the m ain power on and off and
start the w ater pump. The indicators are the emission indicator, power supply on
and off indicator, lamp start, low water resistivity, low water level, and the interlock
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indicators which displays the water tem perature, w ater flow, shutter closed or opened
condition. Moreover, the panel also displays the m eter indicating the lam p current.
The rear panel contains circuit breakers, m axim um /m inim um w ater indicator, w ater
hose connections to the city w ater and to the laser head.
Before turning on the power supply, there are some steps th a t have to be done.
First, one m ust make sure th a t all the electrical connections are secured in place.
The power supply is operated at 220 Volt voltage rating; a special cable plug with
proper grounding is needed. Second, the w ater cooling hoses have to be installed and
inspected carefully for leaks. The cooling system has two loops; a prim ary loop which
circulates deionized water from a water reservoir inside the power supply panel in
and out to the lasing unit in the laser head and the secondary loop which circulates
the city w ater (external water) through heat exchanger where it absorbs heat from
the deionized cooling water in the prim ary loop. The external w ater flow rate m ust
be at least 2.0 US gal/m in with a differential pressure between 20 to 60 psig. The
deionized water m ust be about 7 US gal with resistivity at least 100 k Ft/cm in the
water reservoir. W hen the power supply is turned on, checking for w ater leaks on
the laser head m ust be done. The indicators on the front panel and on the laser
heads will alert the user if something still is wrong in the power supply system when
the power supply is turned on. Should a warning light appear, one should refer to
laser m anual for complete instructions and troubleshooting. The proper sequence of
steps in turning on and off the power supply including when one should tu rn on/off
the city water has been made and printed and placed near the power supply panel
for reference. Following these steps is very im portant to avoid any damage to the
krypton arc lamp and to prolong its lifetime. The power supply front and rear panels
are shown in Fig. 23.
After the power supply is working properly, the next step is to align the laser
head components; lasing unit, high reflector, outp u t coupler, shutter, polarizer and
aperture.
located.

The lasing unit is where the Nd:YAG rod and krypton arc lam p are
No alignment is needed inside the unit.

Some laser system accessories

such as alignment targets, a set of threaded apertures, infrared detector card or
an infrared viewer, a set of four foot clamps and He-Ne laser are needed for the
alignment. Figure 24 shows the components of the laser head.
The first step for alignment of the laser head components is to make sure the
height of the laser head surface is the same everywhere, it is done by adjusting the
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FIG. 23: The power supply panels of Spectra Physics Nd:YAG laser system Model
3800.
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FIG. 24: P arts of the Spectra Physics Nd:YAG Laser Head Model 3800.
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four foot clamps. Next, the He-Ne laser beam is centered and aligned using two
mirrors a t the output aperture of the laser head through o u tp u t coupler holder,
through the polarizer and through the center of the high reflector m irror plate. For
guidance, a threaded alignment target is installed at the o u tp u t coupler holder. After
th a t, the lasing unit is placed at its position and adjusted w ith its laser rod centered
on the He-Ne beam. Next, the high reflector holder is loosely placed in position by
adjusting the high reflector m irror plate, centered on the He-Ne beam. Then the high
reflector m irror w ith cavity length adjustm ent is pu t in its holder, and adjustm ent
is made to the m irror plate to retro reflect the He-Ne beam to the o u tp u t coupler.
W hen this is done, the outp u t coupler can be installed and adjusted to retro reflect
the He-Ne beam to the He-Ne laser output.

Finally, the intracavity shutter and

aperture can be placed in their positions. The He-Ne laser can now be turned off
and removed from the output, and a power m eter is placed a t the o u tp u t of the laser
head.
A fter the alignment is done, the power supply can be turned on. A 10-30 m inute
warm up is required while the lam p current is 25 A. Then, the intracavity shutter can
be opened. Any tim e the intracavity shutter is opened, eye protection m ust be worn.
W ith the shutter open, fluorescence spots can be seen at the aperture using an Infra
Red (IR) Viewer. By adjusting the outp u t coupler mirror, the spots are centered
to the laser rod in the lasing unit until a flash of laser light can be seen.

After

th a t, maximum power can be reached by adjusting the aperture, the high reflector
mirror, the polarizer, the lamp current, and the outp u t coupler. After the m aximum
power is reached, the aperture can be replaced w ith one of smaller size to get a laser
beam with a good Gaussian mode, and the mirrors need to be adjusted again to get
maximum power. However, the original maximum output power will be reduced if a
smaller aperture is used. The power of the laser is about 2.5 W atts a t 25 A K rypton
Lamp current and w ith a pinhole w ith size 1.1 mm while at the 29 A current setting
and with the same pinhole size, the o u tp u t power is about 10.6 W atts. The pinhole
size 1.1 mm was used for the entire experiment because it gave a nice gaussian mode
while still giving good outpu t power. The laser can provide a power of more th an 10
W atts but the current will be right a t the edge of the full scale of the power supply’s
Am m eter which is 29.5 - 30.0 A and is likely to overload the krypton lamp. The
output power maximum at the same current can change over day to day operation.
In order to get to the same power, after turning on the power supply and the lam p for
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about 30 m inutes to warm up, the high reflector m irror and pinhole can be tweaked
at until maximum power is once again reached.
After the laser head has been successfully operated in cw mode, the mode locker
m odulator can be installed inside the laser cavity ju st before the o u tp u t coupler.
The mode locker m odulator, a standing wave acousto-optic m odulator (AOM) is an
antireflection coated, high Q device. It only requires a low-level R F driver signal. It
has its own translation stage where the Bragg angle, horizontal, and vertical position
can be adjusted. The mode locker m odulator is centered on the beam path using the
vertical and angle controls. Using an infrared viewer, two spots can be seen on the
aperture; a bright spot and dimmer spot. The dimmer spot is the retro-reflection
from the ou tp u t coupler and needs to be overlapped with the bright spot by adjusting
the ou tp u t coupler. W hen these spots are overlapped, lasing will occur. Both ou tp u t
coupler and high reflector mirrors then can be adjusted to get maximum o u tp u t
power.

The laser head is also equipped w ith a small beam splitter and a photo

detector module which splits a small am ount of the laser o u tp u t and sends it to
the amplified photodiode. The o u tp u t signal can be m onitored using an oscilloscope.
This m onitoring is very im portant when the laser is operated in mode-locked mode in
order to know w hether the laser is being mode-locked properly. The photodiode can
measure the repetition rate of the pulse train, bu t does not have sufficient bandw idth
to accurately measure the pulse width.
The mode locker m odulator is driven by a RF signal from a mode locker driver
which is connected by an RF cable, and tem perature-stabilized w ith the mode locker
stabilizer which is connected by a heater cable. The mode locker is operated a t a
frequency of 41 MHz w ith an insertion loss less than 10%. After the stabilizer and the
driver are turned on, it takes at least 20 minutes to warm up and for the oven light
to turn off, indicating the tem perature has been stabilized. Mode-locked operation
can be initiated by turning on the R F power, adjusting the frequency and lock of
the frequency driver. The combination of adjusting the frequency and cavity length
is needed until the pulse train can be seen on the oscilloscope m onitor which occurs
when the R F frequency is m atched the cavity length of the laser.
After the laser is mode-locked, both mirrors still need to be tweaked to get m ax
imum power. Figure 25 shows the pulse train in mode-locked operation. The repeti
tion rate of the pulse train as measured by the provided photodiode (slow photodiode)
is 82 MHz and the locked synthesizer R F frequency is between 40.9725 MHz - 40.9840
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FIG. 25: The output of the mode-locked Nd:YAG laser detected using a slow pho
todiode. The top signal is the mode-locked signal and the b ottom signal is the RF
signal from Spectra Physics Model 3275 Mode locker driver. This signal is obtained
at a Nd:YAG lam p current of 27 A.

MHz. At the same lamp current as the cw mode laser, the m aximum average power
for mode-locked operation is much less th an the maximum power when the laser
is operated in cw mode. At 25 A lam p current, only 2 W atts average power can
be reached, while at 29 A, the average outp u t power is only 7 W atts. The o u tp u t
powers for cw mode and mode-locked operation are measured after the beam ex
pander, before the beam enters the chamber. The actual power which determ ines
the intensity at the center of the cham ber is the measured power minus ~ 8% due to
the uncoated window of the chamber. A M olectron PowerMAX 500D power m eter
is used to measure the laser power for cw mode operation, while for mode-locked
operation, a Molectron PowerMAX 500A power m eter is used.
The laser system can be operated in cw and mode-locked configurations w ithout
uninstalling the mode locker m odulator. To return to cw mode, the mode locker
driver and stabilizer have to be turned off. There is no significant change in alignment
observed for cw operation with the presence of the mode locker m odulator in the
cavity. One thing th a t is very im portant is to m aintain the cleanness of the optical
components by using a purge system. The laser head is equipped with purge tubing
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along the optical cavity. After the laser cavity alignment is complete, the purge tube
can be installed. At first, nitrogen was used for the purge system, it was found out
th a t it is not an efficient way to do it because the nitrogen supply runs out quickly.
At last, a commercial, simple purge system is used which has a small-Aqua N ature
aquarium pum p equipped with a filter to clean the air and desiccator cartridge to
remove any moisture.
In the loading process of ultracold atom s from the M OT to the cw or pulsed
FORT, the Nd:YAG beam needs to be on or off at certain times.

Therefore, a

switching system is needed to tu rn on and off the Nd:YAG laser at the FORT location.
This can be done using an AOM as an optical switch. The Nd:YAG laser system
is equipped w ith a Model 3275 acousto-optic stabilizer/Q -sw itch for driving and
controlling the AOM frequency. The Model 3275 has two functions; as a stabilizer
in conjunction w ith the model 3695 pulse compressor to reduce noise from dc to 20
kHz and to provide long term stability for frequency doubled output, as Q-switch
to provide low insertion loss and high Q-switched power. The model consists of a
beam splitter/photodetector module which is used also for monitoring the modelocked signal, an AOM, a driver module, and a remote control module.

In this

experiment, the driver is used to drive the AOM to diffract the Nd:YAG ou tp u t
to the first order and hence can be switched on and off from the zero order. The
R F driver has maximum power of 10 W atts and R F carrier frequency of 27 MHz.
Unfortunately, this AOM can only give 30% of the laser o u tp u t to the first order. As
a replacement, an Intra-A ction Model AOM-272AH AOM is used for the switching
system. This AOM is also operated at 27 MHz. Instead of using a new driver, the
R F driver module model 3275 was modified such th a t the trigger of the RF signal
is made external instead of internally triggered while the characteristics of the new
AOM still m atch the original AOM. The trigger signal comes from the digital o u tp u t
of a LabVIEW program th a t will be explained in the next chapter. Using 4.5 W atts
R F power, 80% laser output power is transferred to the first order. The separation
between orders is big enough to block the zero order and others. So, using this AOM,
the maximum power of the first order beam in cw mode is 8.7 W atts while running
at 29 A lamp current, while for mode-locked operation, the maximum power reached
is 7 W atts a t the same lamp current.
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FIG. 26: The experim ent setup for sending the FORT beam to the vacuum chamber.

III.4.1

F O R T Laser B ea m S etu p

After the Nd:YAG laser system can be operated in cw and mode-locked mode, the
beam is ready to be sent to the vacuum chamber. First, since the height of the outp u t
beam from the laser head is lower th an the center of the chamber by about 4 cm,
a periscope is used to increase the beam height. The upper m irror of the periscope
needs to be rotated 90° to keep the beam on the optical table since the Nd:YAG
laser head length covers almost the entire length of the optical table. The o u tp u t
beam then propagates right at the edge of the table. One should be careful about
the zero order beam since it has about 20% of the original beam power. A beam
stop with suitable heat sink is used to stop the zero order beam before the beam
enters a beam expander while the other orders (with much less power) are simply
covered by a white card. The beam size coming out of the laser is about 1 mm, a
beam expander which consists of 100 mm and 200 mm lenses is used to increase the
size of the beam to a ^ intensity radius 4.2 mm and collimate it before going into
the chamber.
Figure 26 shows the optical setup of the Nd:YAG laser beam going into the
chamber. An anti-reflected coated achrom at lens (Thorlabs LAC506-B) w ith focal
length 200 mm mounted in an XYZ stage is used to focus the beam to the center of
the chamber. The waist of the beam at the center of the chamber is calculated to be
16 jim, the real waist size is certainly bigger due to the imperfect spatial mode of the
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FIG. 27: The dark spot at the center of the M OT cloud.

Nd:YAG laser beam and the imperfection in the lens. The outgoing beam from the
center of the chamber is divergent. A 100 mm lens is used to collect the beam and
images of the M OT cloud and a dark spot to the CCD2 camera. Since the Nd:YAG
laser beam used is 1064 nm in wavelength, all the mirrors and lenses used are for th a t
wavelength. A dichroic m irror (CVI Model SW P RS1064/TU780) which passes the
780 nm beam to the CCD2 cam era and reflects the 1064 nm Nd:YAG beam to the
beam dum p is a centerpiece in this optical alignment. The dichroic makes it possible
to dum p the remaining - still powerful Nd:YAG laser w ithout damaging the CCD2
cam era while allowing us to look down the bore of the Nd:YAG beam in order to
observe the M OT cloud image w ith a dark spot in it from the Nd:YAG beam. The
dark spot arises because the ultracold atoms at the focus of the Nd:YAG beam are
AC stark shifted out of resonance w ith the M OT light. Figure 27 shows the image
of the M OT cloud overlapped w ith the dark spot.
This scheme also makes it possible to align the focus of the Nd:YAG beam to
the center of the chamber or to the center of the M OT cloud. The position of the
Nd:YAG waist from the center of the M OT cloud affects the num ber of atom s th a t
can be loaded to the potential well created by the FORT laser. This effect has been
investigated by Corwin et al. [42] thoroughly and was not studied here. By assuming
the M OT is at the center of the chamber which is inspected using CCD cam era 1 and
2, the position of the focus along the Nd:YAG beam is adjusted by the XYZ stage of
the achrom at 200 mm lens. In this alignment, three filters are used; a neutral density
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filter (Newport 0.3) to reduce the brightness of the M OT cloud image so the dark spot
can be seen clearly w ithout saturating the camera, an interference filter (Thorlabs
FB780-10), and a colored glass filter (Thorlabs FGL850SP). The interference filter
and colored glass are used to block any stray 1064 nm light passed by the dichroic
m irror and reflected from other surfaces in the chamber.
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CHAPTER IV
MEASUREMENT AND DATA ACQUISITION CONTROL
W hen all the experim ental operating conditions are correctly set, (a stable M OT
cloud seen a t the center of the chamber, the FO RT laser waist has been aligned to
the center of the M OT cloud, both tra p and repum p lasers of the M OT beam s have
been locked to the correct locking points...) a control and d a ta acquisition (DAQ)
system is needed to run the experim ent autom atically by controlling the tim ing
of lasers and magnetic fields and measuring the M OT level and FO RT level with
millisecond accuracy. This chapter describes the detection m ethod and the DAQ
control system used.
I V .l

M O T A N D FO R T D E T E C T IO N

There are two standard m ethods used to measure the num ber of atom s in a M OT
or FORT; fluorescence measurem ent and absorption imaging. The m ost common
one is the fluorescence measurem ent which is sometimes called a passive m ethod.
Fluorescence is the photon being em itted by an excited atom and it can be detected
by a photodiode or a photom ultiplier tube (PM T) and converted to a voltage. By
knowing the laser param eters, as well as the geometry and efficiency of the detector,
the total num ber of scatterers (atoms) can be deduced.

The imaging absorption

method is used if one needs the detailed characteristics of the M OT or FORT cloud
in addition to the number of atom s such as the shape or the density of the M OT
cloud and it is performed using a resonant laser beam sent through the center of the
chamber overlapped w ith the M OT being m easured and viewed w ith a CCD cam era
(with a frame grabber device) to record the beam absorption. In this m ethod, the size
of the beam is made larger th an the size of the M OT cloud while the beam intensity is
set much lower than the saturation intensity of the 85Rb transition. W hen the beam
passes through the M OT cloud, the trapped atom s absorb the light and the beam
loses its intensity. By comparing the beam intensity before and after absorption, the
optical density of the tra p can be measured. It is typically found th a t measurements
using both of these m ethods agree to w ithin a factor of two. In this experiment, the
fluorescence measurem ent is used.
Figure 28 shows the optical and electronic setup to convert the fluorescence signal
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FIG. 28: O ptical setup and electronics used to convert the fluorescence of the M OT
and FORT cloud to voltage and to m easure them with the DAQ system. LI = 44
mm, L2 = 38.01 mm (KPX079 Newport), and L3 = 60 mm (LA1134 Thorlabs) are
lenses. F I = interference filter (MG03F1L056), F2 = short pass filter (FES0850
Thorlabs). PM T = photom ultiplier tube (H am am atsu R928), PH = pinhole.

to voltage and integrate it before sending it to the d ata acquisition (DAQ) system.
The fluorescence of the M OT passes through one of the (uncoated) vacuum viewports
and is collected by a 2 inch combination lens w ith an effective focal length of 44.5
mm. The lens holder and other optics holders are arranged on a rail to aide w ith
alignment. An iris w ith adjustable xy position is placed at the focused M OT image.
Before positioning the iris, the position of the focused M OT image is found using
a CCD cam era with a good adjustable lens, a TV monitor, and a white card. The
cam era is set to see the image on the card which is walked along the rail (other
optics have not been installed yet). The focused and unfocused images can be seen
on a TV m onitor while walking the card. The position where the image is focused
is marked and a pinhole is set there. This pinhole is used to block the unwanted
scattering from outside and inside the cam ber surfaces. Next, a pair of lenses is used
to collimate the image so th a t two filters can be installed before the image hits the
PM T surface. It is a good idea to check the final image after collimation by the same
technique explained above to position it on the center of the PM T surface. Care must
be taken when it comes to installing the PM T. One needs to work in a dark room
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FIG. 29: Schematic diagram of a G ated integrator box.

when installing the PM T to avoid overloading its surface threshold and dam aging it.
All the optics used in this setup are enclosed with optical tubing to reduce the room
and scattered light entering the PM T box which adds unwanted background to the
measurement.
The current from the PM T o u tp u t is sent to an integrator box as seen in Fig.
29. The integrator box consists of the I to V converter, step adjustable amplifier,
an IC switch which allows control from the DAQ system, and an integrator. This
box also contains a dc offset which allows one to null the background signal. The
signal output before the switch and integrator is m onitored by a multichannel digital
oscilloscope. The box is fed w ith a G ate-in signal and Reset signal via the switch IC
DG212 in the box. The G ate-in signal comes from a Gate-in circuit where the G ate
width and delay can be adjusted. The TTL signals for Reset-in and for the G ate-in
circuit input are supplied from the DAQ digital outputs which will be explained in
the next section. The integrated o u tp u t is then sent to the DAQ system.
The setup above is used to m onitor and measure the M OT voltage and the FORT
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voltage and compare them to determ ine how many atoms are loaded from the M OT
to the FORT. The num ber of atom s is then determ ined by dividing the FO RT level
by M OT level and multiplying by the num ber of atoms in the M OT. The num ber
of atoms in the M OT is measured in a separate setup using another view port of the
vacuum chamber. The M OT level is m aintained to be stable during the measurem ent.
A detailed explanation of the determ ination of the number of atom s in the M OT is
given in Appendix A. We find the num ber of atom s in the M OT to be 1.5 xlO 7 atom s
with a factor of two uncertainty.
I V .2

E X P E R IM E N T C O N T R O L

Tim ing control is very im portant in the FORT loading process. The entire M OT
to FORT transfer process takes only several hundred milliseconds. Using the tim ing
control system, one is able to run the experim ent by switching the lasers in mi
croseconds, and the magnetic field in a few hundred microseconds. Before using a
personal com puter (PC) and a LabVIEW program to control and acquire d ata, a
simple tim ing box was designed and controlled by a program m ed pulsed generator
which has many signal outputs to provide the loading sequence pulses. A Stanford
Research boxcar was also used to integrate the fluorescence signal from the PM T
and send the result to a digital oscilloscope. However, as the experim ent progressed,
it was found th a t this system did not have the flexibility or scalability required to
optimize the FO RT loading, where the detuning of the M OT tra p laser beam and
reduction the repum p laser intensity become a critical point to get higher loading, for
example, requiring additional digital control ports. So a tim ing control system using
a personal com puter (PC), N ational Instrum ent d a ta acquisition (DAQ) cards and
breakout boxes, and a program using LabVIEW

6

to run the sequences of loading

was implemented. The program controls the trap beam, repum p beam , and FO RT
laser beam and the magnetic anti-Helmholtz current via switching circuits. It also
control the intensity of the repum p beam by connecting the analog outp u t of the
DAQ devices to the voltage-controlled atten u ato r in the switching circuit. The de
tuning of trap beam frequency also can be controlled by varying the o u tp u t voltage
of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) in the detuning system.
In general, a PC-based DAQ system consists of a PC, transducers, signal condi
tioning circuits, DAQ hardware, and software [76], Figure 30 shows the schematics
for the d a ta acquisition and m easurem ent control system. The transducer in this
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FIG. 30: Block diagram of d a ta acquisition control.
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system is a photom ultiplier tube (PM T) which converts the photons from the M OT
cloud to electrons while the conditioning circuit is represented by the G ated integra
tor and G ate-in delay and G ate-in w idth circuit. The G ate-in circuit supplies a G ate
signal to the G ated integrator during the detection time. The PC used is a Gateway
E-3200 Pentium III which has a 500 MHz clock speed, 6.0 GB Hard Drive, 128 MB
RAM, and 3 PC I slots. The DAQ devices used are National Instrum ents (NI-DAQ)
which consists of a PC I E Series plug and play board w ith m easurem ent and au
tom ation explorer (MAX). This board is connected to a NI BNC-2110 adapter. The
adapter has 3 types of connections from the PC to the experim ent setup; analog in
puts, analog outputs, and digital/tim ing I/O . Only one of the analog inputs was used
in this experim ent control which measures the signal from the G ated integrator box
output. Because each BNC adapter only has two analog outputs, two PC I boards
and two BNC adapters have to be used to accommodate the need to control the
detuning of the tra p laser frequency, attenuation of the repum p laser intensity, and
the attenuation of the trap laser intensity. The second PC I Board and BNC adapter
used for the tra p laser intensity is not shown in Fig. 30. The digital outputs on the
BNC 2110 adapter are given extension BNC cable connectors for easy connection.
There are

8

digital outputs used and coded from 0 to 7. Channels 0 and 1 of the

digital outputs are used to control the switching for the tra p laser and repum p laser,
respectively. Channel

2

is used for magnetic field switching, while channels 3, 4,

6

and 7 which have the same tim ing are used for Reset-in, G ate-in and triggering the
digital oscilloscope and other electronics used. Channel 5 is used for FO RT laser
beam switching. Each of these digital outputs supplies a T T L signal p attern to each
switch.
The TTL signal patterns th a t follow the tim e sequence as shown later in Fig.
33 are supplied by a LabVIEW program which we wrote using LabVIEW 6.0 codes
from National Instrum ents . LabVIEW is a graphical programming language which
is capable of connecting a com puter to the hardware th a t is used to control d a ta
acquisition. Since we wrote the program, the codes have been upgraded by National
Instrum ents to LabVIEW 9.0 codes. A LabVIEW program is comprised of two parts;
a front panel and a block diagram. The block diagram contains of command icons
as a replacement of command lines in other program languages such as FORTRAN
and C. The front panel has controls and indicators th a t have a direct connection to
the experiment hardware via a PCI card. Figure 31 shows a typical front panel of
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FIG. 31: A front panel of LabVIEW codes we have w ritten to control d a ta acquisition
in this experiment.

our program.
Figure 32 shows the typical switching system for the tra p laser beam, the repum p
laser beam, and for the detuning system where connections to the BNC 2110 con
nector or DAQ board are shown. The homemade voltage divider supplies a variable
voltage to the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) (M ini-Circuits Model ZOS-100) to
vary the R F frequency for the acousto-optic m odulator (AOM). Most of the switching
components here are products of M ini-Circuits except the AOM and the homemade
35 dB RF power amplifier. The key component to reduce the intensity of the re
pum p laser light and tra p laser light is a voltage controlled atten u ato r (M ini-Circuits
Model ZX73-2500, the voltage for this atten u ato r is supplied by the DAQ board.
This attenuation system uses a 24dB RF power amplifier (M ini-Circuits ZHL3A-S).
As explained in C hapter III, there are two AOMs used for the Master-Slave config
uration Trap Laser system. The first AOM is used in the detuning system operated
in double pass configuration while the second AOM is used in the slave laser beam
before the fiber optics. The orientation of both AOMs is set such th a t the effective
detuning for the M OT laser is similar to the detuning achieved when using only one
AOM, but w ithout the beam deflection.
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I V .3

T IM IN G S E Q U E N C E

There are 5 stages in the loading process of ultracold atom s from a M OT to a cw or
pulsed FORT; M OT loading, FO RT loading, FORT holding, FO RT detection, and
clearing stage [41]. Figure 33 shows the tim ing sequence for each param eter controlled
by the DAQ devices and a LabVIEW program; the M OT prim ary laser beam (trap
laser beam ), repum p laser beam, trap laser detuning, repum p laser intensity, antiHelmholtz current or gradient magnetic field, FO RT laser beam, and detection beam.
The sequence of loading is as follows. It begins w ith loading the M OT for

6

s at

detuning A = —2T in order to optimize capture by the resonant scattering force,
at maximum repum p beam intensity.

The tra p laser intensity is always kept at

maximum. This stage is referred to as “M OT loading.” Then, comes the “FORT
loading” stage where the repum p beam intensity is reduced to about 13.2 /iW /cm 2
while simultaneously increasing the detuning of the trap laser frequency up to A =

—10r (r =

6

MHz for

8 5 Rb)

and turning on the FORT laser. The purpose of the

repum p laser intensity reduction is to limit the light-assisted collisions knocking the
trapped atom s out while increasing the tra p laser frequency detuning will help the
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cooling process continue for atom s in the FORT. This stage tim e can be varied from
20 - 3000 ms. Next, the atoms transferred from the M OT are held in the “FORT
holding” stage by the FORT laser beam alone. In this stage, the M OT tra p laser,
repum p beam, and magnetic field gradient are turned off startin g from 100 ms - 3
s. In the detection stage, the FORT beam is turned off, the m agnetic field is still off
but the M OT and repum p laser beam s are turned on to scatter photons off atoms
which have remained trapped in the FORT. This stage tim e is set to 500 ms to see
the decay of atom numbers on the oscilloscope, the integration tim e/detection tim e
is set to only

8

- 9 ms (Gate-in w idth) w ith 1.2 ms delay after the FO RT laser

beam is turned off. The G ate-in w idth is set by comparing the o u tp u t signal from
the integrator box read by the LabVIEW program and by the oscilloscope while
the delay tim e is adjusted so th a t the G ate-in starts at the peak of the decaying
fluorescence signal, hence the voltage m easured will represent the num ber of atom s
held in the FORT. The last stage in the tim ing sequence is the clearing stage where
the tra p beam, repum p beam and the magnetic field are back on. The detuning
of the trap beam and reduction of the repum p laser intensity are made only a t the
FORT loading stage, at other stages, the repum p laser intensity is at maximum while
the tra p detuning is fixed at —2 T.
Two tim e sequences are followed for each measurement. The first is called the
“background m easurem ent” where the FO RT beam is turned off during the FORT
loading and holding time. Ideally, during this sequence, since the FO RT beam is
turned off, the atom s from the M OT fall out of the M OT center quickly and no
atoms will be trapped in the holding stage because the M OT light is turned off. In
this sequence, the PM T measures only scattered light th a t results in a background
signal. In the second sequence, the FO RT beam is on during FORT loading and
holding. The background signal is subtracted from the M OT level and FORT level.
The net FORT level is then divided by the net M OT level to get the percentage of
ultracold Rb atom s transferred from the M OT to the FORT.
IV .4

F E E D F O R W A R D C IR C U IT A N D C A L IB R A T IO N

In C hapter III, it was mentioned th a t a double pass AOM system has been installed
before p art of the m aster laser beam is sent to a saturated absorption spectrom eter
(SAS). D etuning of the tra p laser frequency is performed by changing the VCO
frequency of the AOM inside the double pass system, where the VCO frequency is
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changed by varying the voltage going into the VCO. The voltage is sent from an
analog ou tp u t of the BNC adapter as seen in Fig. 32. By changing the frequency
of the m aster laser beam before going to the SAS, the lock point is also changed.
Since the switching happens quickly and the capture range of the lock loop is only on
the order of the 85Rb natural linewidth, the PZ T in the laser cavity can not follow
fast enough for the laser to rem ain locked. In other words, the bandw idth of the
lock loop is not great enough for switching the laser on the tim e scale required in
the experim ent resulting in the laser becoming unlocked or becoming locked to a
different p a rt of the SAS spectrum . To allow for fast switching while keeping the
laser locked, a feed-forward circuit was designed and installed on the m aster laser
locking system.
In order to correct for the changing of the lock point position, the frequency of
the external cavity diode laser m ust be adjusted quickly so th a t the new frequency
is within the capture range of the lock for the shifted lock point when the laser
detuning is changed. There are two ways to do this; by adjusting the PZ T voltage
or by varying the laser diode current [75]. The latter is slightly more difficult to
do since it can cause instability of the laser frequency through a small tem perature
change. So adjusting the PZ T voltage is a good choice. As discussed in C hapter
III, the piezoelectric in the cavity is controlled by the o u tp u t voltage of the locking
circuity box. The PZ T voltage is varied by the gain and scanning offset voltage
adjustm ent. By adding a fast voltage correction to the PZT, the laser frequency can
be adjusted to correspond to the new lock point frequency which is obtained when
the voltage to the VCO of the detuning system is varied. The relationship between
VCO control voltage change and PZ T correction voltage is approxim ately linear, bu t
an exact calibration is required.
Figure 34 shows a diagram of the feed forward circuit used. In order to know the
appropriate voltage correction to give to the feed forward circuit when the detuning
is changed, we need to know how the laser frequency changes when the PZ T voltage
changes. The change in laser frequency is determ ined by observing a SAS peak while
simultaneously scanning the frequency of the laser and m easuring the PZT voltage.
We found th a t it takes 0.02216 V or 22.16 mV to shift

6

MHz (one T). So the voltage

from the BNC 2110 analog outp u t which is sent to an amplifier for the VCO is split
so th a t p a rt can be sent to the input of the feed forward circuit. This voltage has to
be divided by

2 0 .8

(calibrator) in order to m atch the change of frequency given to
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FIG. 34: Feed forward circuit needed for detuning of the tra p laser frequency.

the VCO. The calibrated voltage is then summed to the voltage from the lock box
(scanning voltage) and sent to the PZT.
After the feed forward circuit is installed in the lock box and the calibration is
set, the peaks of the unlocked SAS signal and locked SAS signal are observed while
the detuning system is switched. The peaks of the unlocked SAS do not move during
switching, only small changes in the peak height are observed because the double
pass efficiency is slightly frequency dependent. W hen the laser frequency is switched
using the feed forward circuit, the new locked SAS signal level settles down in a
time slightly less than 15 ms. This tim e sets a bound on the M OT laser detuning
switch tim e during the FORT loading stage. Table. I shows the relation between the
voltage supplied to the VCO of the detuning system to the am ount the frequency is
detuned from the 85Rb resonance frequency (in term s of the natural linewidth T) for
the M OT laser system. The amplifier has gain 3 x , so the real voltage supplied to
the VCO is 3 times the voltage displayed on the LabVIEW front panel. After the
experiment is setup and the control system is complete and calibrated, d a ta for cw
and pulsed FORT dynamics are ready to be taken. At the beginning of each d ata
run, the first thing to do before getting the M OT up is to tu rn on the Nd:YAG laser
because it takes 30-45 minutes for the laser to warm up. If the pulsed FO RT is
being observed, the mode locker driver also needs to be turned on. After the M OT
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TABLE I: C alibration of the required detuning system DAQ voltage.

V (LabVIEW front panels)

D etuning (T)

3.48 Volt

0

3.26 Volt

- 1

3.03 Volt

- 2

2.81 Volt

-3

2.57 Volt

-4

2.32 Volt

-5

2.07 Volt

- 6

1.81 Volt

-7

1.55 Volt

- 8

1.29 Volt

-9

1.03 Volt

-1 0
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is on and the lasers are locked, one usually needs to wait for about 30 m inutes to get
a steady M OT. The level of the M OT is kept constant during the m easurem ent to
make sure the same num ber of atom s are being loaded to the FO RT for a given set
of loading param eters.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A lifetime curve and a loading curve are often used to characterize the loading process
from a M OT to a FORT. The number of atom s th a t is m easured as a function of
storage tim e or holding time is displayed as a holding or lifetime curve while the
measurem ent as a function of loading tim e is presented as a loading curve [41]. For
the holding curve, the dependence on the FORT laser power will be presented and the
loss rates in the FORT during the holding stage will be calculated. The dynamics of
the loading process from a M OT to a cw and pulsed FORT are explored by measuring
the num ber of atom s in the FORT as a function of loading tim e for different loading
param eters. The loading param eters we investigate are the power of the FO RT laser,
the intensity of the repum p laser, the intensity of the tra p laser, and the detuning
of the trap laser frequency during FORT loading. From the loading curves, loading
rates and loss rates during loading are obtained. The loss rates for the holding curves
(lifetime curve) and loading rates and loss rates for the loading curves are found by
curve fitting the solution of Eq.

(57) for decay and Eq.

(56) for loading to the

experim ental d a ta using Solver, one of the 2000 Microsoft Excel Analysis ToolPax
packages. Ref. [78] explores the applications of Solver, its accuracy and its weakness.
It also gives some examples of equations th a t already have param eter values to test
the accuracy of the Solver. W ith the param eters which characterize the dynam ics
of the FORT determ ined, a direct comparison between the physics of cw and pulsed
FORT operation can be made.
V .l

H O L D IN G T I M E

The lifetime curves represent the behavior of the number of atom s after they are
loaded into the FORT. The ideal FO RT has a long storage tim e and low loss rates.
The number of atom s remaining in the FORT as a function of time is given by the
solution of Eq. (57) which is rew ritten as
"

= - r „ N - a '„ N \

(6 6 )

T h is the loss rate due to background gas collisions and /3'H is the loss rate because of
the two-body collisions. The index H in this equation is used to differentiate the loss
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FIG. 35: Num ber of atom s vs holding tim e in cw (•) and pulsed (a ) FO RT for
7 W atts of FORT laser beam power, —8 r detuning, 18.0 /xW /cm 2 repum p laser
intensity, and 23.1 m W /cm 2 trap laser intensity

rates during holding from those during loading which sometimes are different. The
prime on f3'H is to differentiate number-dependent loss rates from density-dependent
loss rates. The solution of Eq. (6 6 ) is

_

JV0 e (-r "*)
[l + ^ ( l - e ™

) ]

100

where No is the initial number of atom s loaded after the M OT light is turned off.
This is when the holding stage begins.
Figure 35 shows a typical example of holding curves in both a cw and a pulsed
FORT for ~ 7 W atts (W) of FORT laser beam power, —8 T M OT laser detuning dur
ing loading, 18.0 /xW /cm 2 repum p laser intensity during loading and 23.1 m W /cm 2
M OT tra p laser intensity. A lthough FORT laser power is usually given in round
numbers, corresponding to the measured power before entering the chamber, the ac
tual FO RT power is slightly less due to reflections on the vacuum viewport, which
is not anti-reflection (AR) coated. The curve is fit to the solution of Eq. (67) and
the fit param eters No, T #, and (3'H are extracted from the curve fitting. The curve
fit is taken for d a ta starting at

100

ms, because before

100

ms holding time, some
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M OT atom s which are not confined in the FORT remain in the trap region and some
of the FO RT atom s leave the trap through evaporation. The d a ta before 100 ms is
shown here to illustrate th a t the holding curve is not a simple exponential curve for
short times. A holding tim e of 100 ms will be used when the holding tim e needs
to be fixed (constant) in the d a ta taking process while other param eters are varied.
At the beginning of the curve, two body-collisions dom inate the trap , b u t at long
times, the background gas collisions are more im portant. The num ber of atom s in
the pulsed FORT at the beginning of the holding period is always somewhat less th an
for the cw FORT. The reason for this does not appear to be fundam ental. Instead,
it most likely arises because the spatial mode of the pulsed tra p is slightly irregular
in comparison to the ~ T E M 0o mode of the cw FORT. Such a degradation of spatial
mode quality can result in the pulsed FO RT having a depth slightly less th an the cw
FORT for the same average power. L ater in this chapter, the reason for the irregular
spatial mode will be addressed again.
V .1 .1

T h e D e p e n d e n c e on F O R T L aser P ow er

The holding curves are taken at different FORT laser power to investigate the num ber
of atoms held in the tra p at different potential well depths. The potential depth of
a red detuned FORT can be varied using three param eters; beam waist size, FO RT
beam wavelength and FORT beam power. In this experiment, the potential depth
is changed by varying the FO RT laser power and keeping the beam waist size and
FORT laser wavelength constant. The power of the cw mode laser can be varied
up to

8

W atts while the mode-locked laser can be varied only up to 7 W atts. The

power for both lasers is measured at the same point outside the vacuum chamber,
the actual value of the measured power at the center of vacuum chamber is less by
about 8 % due to reflection at the surfaces of the window of the vacuum chamber.
The well depth and the scattering rate of a CW FORT (applied also to pulsed
FORT) as a function of FO RT laser power are calculated using the general Eq.
(31) and (32) and using the rotating wave approxim ation (RWA) Eq. (39) and (40)
for each average power of the FO RT laser as shown in Tables II and III. In this
calculation, the

8

% reflection loss due to the cham ber window has been subtracted

from each power measured outside the chamber in order to find the laser power at
the focal point P; the power displayed on the tables are the m easured power. The
formula used for the intensity at the focal point is 70 = 2 P /n w l, here wo= 16 ^m
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TABLE II: Well depth of the CW FORT at certain average FO RT laser power cal
culated using general Eq. (31) and Eq. (32).

FO RT laser power (W atts)

Well depth(m K )

Scattering rate (s x)

8

-2 .9

10.5

7

-2 .5

9.2

6

-

2 .1

7.9

5

-

1 .8

6 .6

4

- 1 .4

5.2

is the calculated beam w aist1, there is also uncertainty in this calculation, the real
beam waist could be larger th an 16 jum because of imperfections of the beam spatial
mode and because of lens ctbberations. For this reason, an achrom atic lens is used
to reduce spherical abberation.
We can see here th a t the well depths increase as the power increases, however the
scattering rates increase also. To lower the scattering rates a t the same well depth,
the detuning of the laser frequency needs to be increased also. There is about 14%
difference between both calculations for well depth and 45% for scattering rate. So,
for large detuning, the general Eq. (31) and Eq. (32) are preferred.
The initial num ber of atom s held in the tra p is shown in Fig. 36. From Fig. 36,
we can see th a t the num ber of atom s loaded initially to the holding stage is less in
the pulsed FO RT than in the cw FORT, the m ost likely reason is simply the observed
irregular spatial mode of the pulsed laser beam. A nother possible reason, though,
will be explained in the next section where the loading stage of FORT loading is
discussed. From Fig. 36, we can see also th a t for cw FO RT especially, the deeper
the potential, the more atom s are trapped.
!The calculation is obtained by knowing the beam size of the laser before it is focused down by
a lens with focal length f.
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TABLE III: Well depth of the CW FO RT at certain average FO RT laser power
calculated using RWA Eq. (39) and Eq. (40).

FO RT laser power (W atts)

Well depth(m K )

Scattering rate (s *)

8

-2 .5

19.2

7

-

2 .2

16.8

6

-

1 .8

14.4

5

-1 .5

1 2 .0

4

-

1 .2

9.6

To obtain a good fit, the curve fitting using the Excel Solver is perform ed by
adjusting the fit param eters until the lowest of the sum of squares of the residuals
(SSR) is found. For a holding curve fit, only one minimum w ith the lowest SSR is
found for each curve where other solutions w ith higher m inim a are scattered around
it, this is true because Eq. (6 6 ) has an analytical solution. For the loading curve,
which will be discussed later on, there are always two m inim a w ith lowest SSR
which are found, but one of the m inim a always gives either a zero or a very big
value for the fit param eters. The error bars in this graph and other graphs in this
chapter are taken from the fluctuations/deviation around the minima. The am ount
of fluctuation (deviation) for each param eter is found by changing the value of the
fit param eter around the accepted value and running the Solver program until it
gives no solution. For holding curves, the errors bar for the fit param eters range
from 3% to 30%. The total error is comprised of the errors due to this fluctuation
and errors due to the propagation of error in calculating the num ber of atom s in
the FORT and error in calculating the number of atom in the MOT. The num ber of
atom s obtained from the calculation as described in Appendix A is only good to a
factor of 2. For our experiment, the value is acceptable since we focus the analysis
more on the comparison of the relative values of the cw FO RT and the pulsed FORT
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FIG. 36: Num ber of atom s loaded vs FO RT laser power during holding stage in cw
(•) and pulsed (a ) FORT for —8 T detuning, 18.0 /rW /cm 2 repum p laser intensity,
and 23.1 m W /cm 2 tra p laser intensity. The errors in this plot are from the fluctuation
of the fit param eter as described in the text.

param eters. The error analysis is discussed further in the Appendix B.
The loss rates because of background gas collisions and light-assisted or two body
collisions during the storage time are displayed in Fig. 37 and 38, respectively. From
these figures we can see th a t T # is essentially the same for each potential depth
because the background gas collisions is set by the vacuum cham ber system [41], it
becomes lower for lower vacuum pressure. The average T# is 1 atom /second per atom
thereby making the life time of the trap (1/ VH) equal to 1.0 s. This value is slightly
bigger than the value obtained by K uppen et al. [41] for 85Rb which has ( l / r # ) =
3.0 s from a 5 x 10~ 10 Torr M OT while we estim ate a vacuum pressure on the order
of 10~ 9 Torr. The loss rate due to two body collisions (3'H at the average FO RT laser
power of 7 W atts is (4.2 ± 0.7) x 10~ 7 (atoms s ) _ 1 for the cw FO RT and (4.6 ± 1.0)
x 10~ 7 (atoms s ) - 1 for the pulsed FORT. fi'H for the pulsed FORT is slightly higher
compared to the cw FORT bu t the error bar is larger. In the absence of M OT light,
ground-state hyperfine changing collisions are the dom inant contributions to values
of the /3'H [41].
From Fig. 38, fi'H is found to decrease as the potential depth increases showing
th a t as more cold atoms are trapped in the deep trap , the atom s do not have enough
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FIG. 37: Loss rates because of background gas collisions vs FO RT laser power in cw
(•) and pulsed (a ) FORT for —8 r detuning, 18.0 //W /cm 2 repum p laser intensity,
and 23.1 m W /cm 2 tra p laser intensity. The errors in this plot are from the fluctuation
of the fit param eter as described in the text.
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FIG. 38: Two body collision loss rates vs FORT laser power in cw (•) and pulsed (A)
FORT for —8 r detuning, 18.0 /j ,'W /cm 2 repum p laser intensity, and 23.1 m W /cm 2
trap laser intensity. The errors in this plot are from the fluctuation of the fit param 
eter as described in the text.
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energy to escape since the M OT light is turned off (eliminating M OT light assisted
collisions). The value of f3'H obtained for the cw FORT, for example, at a well depth
about Uo = —2.5 mK and at 7 W atts FO RT laser power is /3'H = 4.2 x 10~7(atoms
s) ”

1

which is lower than the value obtained by K uppen et al. [41] of f3'H — 1.3 x

10-6 (atoms s ) - 1 at a well depth U 0 = —1.8 mK a t 540 mW because our FORTs are
red detuned very far off resonance while their FO RT was detuned by only a few nm
from resonance.
V .2

L O A D IN G T IM E

One of the goals of this project is to investigate the dynamics of the loading process of
ultracold atoms from a M OT to a cw and pulsed FORT. The dynamics of the loading
process can be observed from the d a ta taken during the loading stage (loading curve).
The num ber of atoms in the tra p during loading stage [42] is governed by
^

= R 0e ^ mott) - Tl N - (3'lN 2,

(6 8 )

where Ro is the loading rate, 7 mot is a param eter representing the change in the M OT
behavior during the FORT loading stage due to a change in the M OT laser detuning
and reduction of the repum p laser power or tra p laser intensity.

is the loss rate due

to background gas collisions and f3'L is the loss rate because of the two body-collisions
or light-assisted collisions during the loading stage. To find the num ber of atoms,
Eq. (6 8 ) is solved numerically using a R unge-K utta m ethod w ritten in Excel 2000,
and then curve fit to the experim ental d a ta using the Solver, Excel 2000 ToolPax
analysis package. The R unge-K utta program is tested by solving some differential
equations th a t have analytical solutions and the numerical results are compared to
the analytical solutions.
Figure 39 shows loading curves of the cw and pulsed FO RT for 7 W atts of FORT
laser power, —8 r detuning, 18.0 /j,W /cm 2 repum p laser intensity and 23.1 m W /cm 2
trap intensity. W hen loading curves are taken over the dependent param eter being
investigated, all other param eters of the M OT and the FO RT are set to their opti
mum values (where the maximum loading obtained). So, initially, an investigation
is performed to obtain the optim um trap laser detuning, loading time, holding time,
and trap laser intensity needed to get the best FO RT loading.
The ultracold atoms stsurt to load into the FORT with the num ber of atom s as a
function of tim e as N( t ) = R 0t at short time. At longer times the M OT param eter
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FIG. 39: Number of atom s as a function of loading time in cw (•) and pulsed (A)
FORT for 7 W att of FORT laser beam power, —8 T detuning, 18.0 /iW /cm 2 repum p
laser intensity, and 23.1 m W /cm 2 tra p laser intensity.

7

mot starts to affect the loading shape until it reaches the m axim um num ber of atom s

th a t can be loaded into the FORT. The loading tim e at maximum loading is always
around

100

ms, so we use a loading tim e

100

ms when the loading time needs to be

fixed in the d a ta taking process. The fit param eters in curvefitting are i?0>Imou T l,
and P'L. In [42], R 0, j mot are measured directly and set as fixed param eters, only T l ,
and f3'L are found using curve fitting. In this experiment, we also measured R 0 and
7

mot, but the measurement of j mot does not give a b etter fit. The agreement between

the measured
2

7

mot and the

7

moi obtained from the fit is the same w ithin a factor of

. Ro is measured by taking the slope of the experim ental loading curves at a short

time (0 to 40 ms). The values of the R0’s m easured from the slope are smaller than
the values of the Ro’s obtained from curve fitting (by setting R 0 as a free param eter)
by a factor of two. This is because the slope from 0 to 40 ms is not linear. The slope
should be taken at time much less than 40 ms. To get an accurate slope measurement
for R0, more d a ta points are needed at short loading time. So, we set Ro,

7

mot, T L,

and /3'L, all as free param eters (four free param eter fit) to analyze the loading curves.
The fluctuations of the values of the fit param eters for the loading curves range from
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FIG. 40: The loading rates as a function of average FORT laser power in cw (•) and
pulsed (A) FO RT for —8 r detuning, 18.0 jLtW/cm2 repum p laser intensity, and 23.1
m W /cm 2 tra p laser intensity.

5% to 30% depending on the loading curve shape. For example at —2T detuning (see
Fig. 53 and Fig. 54), the curve shape is flat after the loading tim e reaches 100 ms,
the curve fitting gives an unusually large deviation/fluctuation.
V .2 .1

T h e D ep en d en ce on F O R T L aser P ow er

The number of atom s th a t can be loaded depends on the potential well depth. The
loading rates and loss rates as a function of average FORT laser power are presented
in Fig. 40 and Fig. 41. There is not much difference in loading rates R 0 between
cw and pulsed FO RT in term of average FORT laser power. Since the M OT level or
number of atom s in the M OT is m aintained the same during loading, the num ber of
atoms loaded into the FORT is roughly the same for the two traps a t a given well
depth.
The values of f3'L are found to be larger for lower FORT laser power because for
a shallow potential well, the trapped atom s can more easily gain enough energy to
exit the trap. (3'L is slightly larger for the pulsed FORT th an for cw FORT. The
instability in the mode-locked laser intensity or modes could be the reason for the
discrepancy where the higher the FO RT laser the more unstable the intensity, hence
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FIG. 41: Loss rates as a function of average FO RT laser power in cw (•) and pulsed
(A) FORT for —8 r detuning, 18.0 yuW/cm 2 repum p laser intensity, and 23.1 m W /cm 2
trap laser intensity.

param etric heating of the cold atom s being loaded into the FO RT may be taking
place. This will need to be investigated in future studies.
At 7 W atts average laser power, the loss rate f3'L a t —8 r detuning, 18.0 g W /c m 2
repump laser intensity and 23.1 m W /cm 2 M OT trap intensity for the cw FORT
is (8.4 ± 0.1) x 10_6(atom s s ) - 1 while for the pulsed FO RT it is (1.1 ± 0.0) x
10-5 (atom s s)-1 . These values are smaller th an typical loss rates during loading
obtained by Corwin et al. [42] for the cw FORT, for example, they m easured at 305
mW, detuning 4.5 nm, and beam waist 26 fxm a

= (1.56 ± 0.22) x 10- 5 (atoms

s)-1 . This is because our FORT laser frequency is detuned far from resonance (1064
nm).

Moreover, the loss rate P'L for the loading stage is larger than f}'H for the

holding stage due to M OT light presence in the loading stage. The loss rates due
to background collisions from curve fitting results in very small values which are
close to zero. This means th a t j3'L, two-body collision process dom inates the FORT
loading process. In the presence of M OT light, radiative escape collisions induced
by the M OT light give a big contribution to the values of j3'L [42]. The roles of the
param eter 'ymot in the loading process will be explored in the next section.
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FIG. 42: Number of atom s vs repum p laser intensity in cw (•) and pulsed (a ) FO RT
for 7 W atts FO RT laser power, —8 T detuning, and 23.1 m W /cm 2 tra p laser intensity.

V .2 .2

T h e D e p e n d e n c e o n R e p u m p L a s e r I n te n s ity

The other M OT param eter th a t strongly affects the loading efficiency from a M OT
to a FORT is the repum p laser intensity as m entioned earlier. Figure 42 shows the
number of atom s loaded versus the repum p laser intensity at 7 W atts FO RT laser
power and 23.1 m W /cm 2 trap laser intensity. During the course of this experiment,
we found two similar values of the repum p laser intensity during the loading stage
th a t gave rise to the highest loading efficiency for both FORTs. One is 18.0 /iW /cm 2
and the other is 13.2 /WV/cm2. The second value arose after a small realignm ent of
optics for the repum p laser beam. The 18.0 /xW /cm 2 was used when we measured
the number of atom s at different FO RT laser power, M OT trap laser detuning,
repum p laser intensity while 13.2 g W /cm 2 was used to measure the loading rates
and loss rates for loading efficiency dependence on M OT tra p laser detuning, repum p
laser intensity and M OT trap laser intensity. There is no m ajor difference in FO RT
performance due to the slightly different value.
From Fig. 42, it can be seen clearly th a t only one relatively low value of repum p
laser intensity can be set during the loading stage to obtain the highest loading
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efficiency. This value was found to be the same for both FORTs. It depends only
on the performance of the M OT system. At lower repum p intensity, the M OT itself
does not operate well and there are few atom s to be loaded into the FORTs, while at
higher repum p intensity, the loss rates in the FORT during loading become larger due
to light-assisted collisions. The optim al repum p intensity for FO RT loading occurs
where there is a balance between maximizing M OT performance while minimizing
collisional losses. Figure 43 and Fig. 44 show the loading rates and loss rates during
the FORT loading stage as a function of the repum p laser intensity. These rates are
obtained at —8 r trap laser detuning and obtained using a four free param eter fit.
The fluctuations/deviations around the m inim a are less th an 7%. There are always
2

minima resulting from the curvefit, w ith the secondary m inim a giving a very large

7

mot and a very small /3'L, for example, the m inim a we use has 7 mot = 1.14 per second

and (3'l = 1.59 x 10~ 4 (atom s ) _ 1 for 0.55 m W /cm 2 repum p intensity while the other
minima with the same repum p intensity has j mot = 60.98 per second and j3'L = 9.06
x 10~ 7 (atom s)-1 . This secondary result is not consistent w ith the known physical
conditions in the tra p and m ust be discarded.
The dependence of the loading rates and the loss rates on the repum p laser
intensity is the same for both FORTs a t -8r detuning. However, for small tra p laser
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detuning during loading, the loading rate for the pulsed FO RT is much smaller and
constant at higher repum p laser intensity while the loss rate is much larger at higher
repum p intensity. These are shown on Fig. 45 and Fig. 46. We also m easured the
loading and loss rates dependence on M OT tra p laser detuning at higher repum p
laser intensity. For higher repum p laser intensity, the loading rates as a function of
trap laser detuning decrease by a factor of two for both FORTs, w ith the exception
for the pulsed FORT, the loading rates are almost the same for smaller detuning. The
loss rates for the cw FO RT increase by a factor of two for higher repum p intensity
while for the pulsed FORT, the increase is 3 times. So the trap laser detuning and
repump laser intensity play a big role in the loading efficiency. Both param eters have
a bigger affect on the loss rates for the pulsed FORT th an for the cw FORT. The
dependence on M OT tra p laser detuning will be discussed later in this chapter.
V .2 .3

T h e D e p e n d e n c e on M O T Trap Laser In te n sity

The loading efficiency for both the pulsed and cw FORT depends on the tra p laser
intensity only before the M OT reaches its m aximum performance. The M OT perfor
mance also depends on such param eters of the M OT system as the vacuum chamber
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(A) FORT for 7 W atts FORT laser power, —8 r detuning, 18.0 g W /cm 2 repum p laser
intensity.

(background gas pressure), numbers of rubidium atom s in vapor in the cham ber (al
kali dispenser current), gradient m agnetic field used, and the beam size of the M OT
laser. Figure 47 shows the number of atom s as a function of tra p laser intensity for
both FORTs. After the maximum num ber of atom s have been trapped toward the
MOT center, increasing the tra p laser intensity does not affect the num ber of atom s
loaded into the FORT. Although lowering the M OT intensity during FO RT loading
could aid in sub-Doppler cooling, we did not find an enhancement here in the FO RT
loading efficiency when the M OT laser intensity was lowered.
From Fig. 48 and Fig. 49, we see th a t the loading rate and the loss rate are
constant after the M OT reaches its maximum performance, hence the num ber of
atoms loaded into the FORT does not depend very much on tra p laser intensity in
the “high” intensity regime. The turning point where the num ber of atoms, loading
rates, and loss rates become constant is at about half of maximum intensity; 12.7
m W /cm 2. So, for measurements on other FORT param eters, the tra p laser intensity
was set to the maximum achievable intensity which is 23.1 m W /cm 2.
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V .2 .4

T h e M O T P erform a n ce P a ra m eter 7mot

As mentioned before, the param eter

7

mot represents the change to the M OT per

formance during loading arising from changes to M OT laser frequency and detuning
and the repum p laser intensity (or detuning, if applicable). Typically, we only change
the repum p laser intensity and M OT tra p laser detuning during loading. O ptim izing
the FORT loading by decreasing the repum p laser intensity or by changing the M OT
laser detuning results in an increase in the value of 7 mot because in both cases norm al
M OT operation is disrupted. Figure 50 shows the values of 7 mot versus detuning.
These values are obtained from a four param eter fit. The values are larger when
the tra p laser frequency is detuned far from atomic resonance during loading, as
expected. There is a difference in 7 moi values for cw and pulsed FORT. We find the
7

mot decreases sm oothly for the pulsed FORT. j mot can be measured approxim ately

by observing the M OT fluorescence decay at a tim e T d before FO RT loading would
begin [42]. Figure 51 shows the values of the measured j mot using this m ethod. We
can see th a t the values for j mot are smaller th an the ones obtained from the curvefit.
This is not surprising since the m easurem ent does not incorporate the change to the
M OT in the region of the FO RT volume.
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V .2 .5

T h e D e p e n d e n c e on M O T Trap Laser D e tu n in g

Up to this point, we have seen th a t the cw and pulsed FORTs tend to behave quite
similarly. To first approxim ation, one would indeed expect com parable perform ance
for traps w ith the same average potential well depth. Such similar behavior, however,
is not universal. As we now discuss, a significant difference in cw and pulsed FO RT
dynamics was observed when the FO RT loading as a function of M OT laser detuning
was investigated.
In the FO RT loading stage, the tra p laser detuning has an im portant role in get
ting the largest percentage transfer of ultracold atom s in the M OT to the FO RT [41].
As the FORT only confines-but does not cool- atoms, it is im portant to m aintain
the cooling process as atom s are loaded into the FORT. Of course, while atom s in
the M O T /FO R T overlap region are being cooled, atoms outside of the FO RT volume
must also be transported to the FO RT region to be loaded. So the greatest overall
loading efficiency occurs by detuning the M OT light in order to maximize the cooling
of atoms as they load into the FORT while reducing any negative im pact to M OT
atom transport th a t a detuning change could bring.
Figure 52 shows the number of atom s loaded during the loading stage as a function
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FIG. 52: Number of atoms as a function of tra p laser detuning in cw (•) and pulsed
(a ) FORT for 7 W atts FORT laser power, 18.0 /rW /cm 2 repum p laser intensity, and
23.1 m W /cm 2 tra p laser intensity.

of the detuning of the M OT trapping laser. Here we can see a crucial difference
between cw and pulsed FORT performance. The pulsed FO RT works well when the
frequency of the M OT trap>ping laser is detuned far from the atom ic resonance and,
indeed, both FORTs have maximum loading at —8 r detuning. Closer to resonance,
the cw FO RT still loads approxim ately the same until the detuning reaches —2T,
however, the pulsed FORT shows a marked degradation in FO RT loading startin g
-5 r and loads very poorly as the M OT detuning approaches resonance.
In order to uncover the physics responsible for this difference, loading curves at
a series of M OT laser detunings were taken and the loading and loss rates were
extracted as described above.
param eter

7

Again, we determ ined the loading rate Ro, M OT

mot, loss rate due to background gas collisions r ^ , and loss rate due

to light-assisted collisions f3'L. We employs a 4 free param eter fit to obtain these
param eters. Figure 53 and Fig. 54 show the loading curves for cw FO RT and pulsed
FORT at different detuning. We can see th a t the loading curves for each detuning
for the cw FORT are quite comparable, whereas the loading curves for the pulsed
FORT are far apart. These results are consistent w ith Fig. 52.
Figure 55 and Fig. 56 show the loading rates and the loss rates during loading
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versus M OT trap laser detuning. The difference between the cw and pulsed FO RT
performance a t lower detuning arises because the loading rate in the pulsed FO RT is
lower at smaller detuning th an for the cw case, while at the same time, the loss rate
in the pulsed FO RT is higher at smaller detuning compared to the cw FORT. The
loading rates and the loss rates as a function of detuning in a cw FO RT obtained by
Corwin et al. [42] are very much the same shape as those obtained by us; the principal
difference being in the loading rate detuning dependence where they obtained a
maximum loading at —5T, though our cw d a ta does not show a strong detuning
dependence in this region. The loss rate fi'L is larger a t smaller detuning because
more atom s are in the excited state; the excited atom s scatter more photons when
they decay back to the ground state hence create heating. The T^, values obtained
from the curvefit tend to be very small and close to zero, the loading curve shape is
dom inated more by 7 mot and j3'L th an any background collisions characterized by T/,.
Simulation of the loading curves, using various combinations of values for loading
and loss rates, indicates th a t although the difference between the cw and pulsed
FORT loading a t small detuning arises from the differences in both the loading and
loss rates, it is prim arily the difference in the loading rate which is responsible for
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FIG. 56: The loss rates vs tra p laser detuning in cw (•) and pulsed (A) FO RT for 7
W atts FORT laser power, 13.2 g W /cm 2 repum p laser intensity, and 23.1 m W /cm 2
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the difference in the number of atom s loaded into the FORT.
At smaller detuning, there are several possible factors which could cause the
loading rates to be lower and the loss rates to be higher in the pulsed FO RT compared
to the cw FORT. We investigated this case further by measuring the num ber of atom s
versus detuning at different FO RT power and at different repum p laser intensity.
Beginning w ith the FORT power dependence study, we noticed th a t the shape
of the curves for a cw FORT at lower power is rather similar to the curve shape
for the pulsed FO RT at all powers studied. However, the num ber of atom s loaded
in the cw FORT, even at low power and detuning is still greater th an the pulsed
case w ith com parable param eters. Figure 57 and Fig. 58 show the num ber of atom
as a function of detuning for different FO RT laser power. For the cw case, as the
power is increased the atom num ber loaded into the FORT at low detuning rises
quickly. In others words, as the tra p potential well depth becomes deeper, more
atom s are loaded. In both cases, the maximum number of atom s loaded occurs -8r,
independent of FO RT power. For a pulsed FO RT at low detuning, however, the
number of atom s loaded is increased as the FORT power is larger, bu t only slightly
in comparison to the cw case. All of these results strongly suggest th a t the loading
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of the pulsed FORT at low detuning is different because the cooling during loading
at small detuning is not exactly the same fo r cw and pulsed operation.
This unexpected result has opened the way for future investigation in order to
confirm th a t a modification of the cooling is indeed responsible for the observed
difference in FO RT loading and to understand exactly how the cooling is being
modified. As a first step in th a t research direction, we have perform ed spectroscopy
of atoms confined in the FORT in order to ascertain their response to near-resonant
light in the presence of both cw and pulsed 1064 nm trapping light.
V .3

F O R T S P E C T R O S C O P Y E X P E R IM E N T

The m ulti level structure of atom s used in an optical dipole tra p can affect the perfor
mance of the tra p itself. An optical dipole tra p relies on the spatially-inhomogeneous
ac Stark shifts to tra p atoms. In a two-level system, the energy shifts of the two levels
coupled by a perturbing field are opposite to each other. This will lead to an inhomogeneous broadening of a transition between the two levels inside, because atom s
in the trap are not completely localized. Such broadening can reduce the Doppler
cooling of atom s inside an optical dipole trap or becomes an obstacle for precision
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spectroscopy experiments. We have perform ed spectroscopy of atom s in both a cw
and a pulsed FORT, in order to observe the atom ic response to the near resonant
light which is responsible for cooling atom s while they are loaded into the FORT. We
use a “kick” beam to push atom s out of the FO RT and then measure the num ber of
atom s which remain as a function of kick beam detuning.
Figure 59 shows the optical setup of the experiment. Sending another beam in
addition to the M OT and FORT laser beams to the vacuum chamber is quite chal
lenging since we have a vacuum cham ber with a limited num ber of optical windows.
The kicking beam comes from a separate ECDL laser system built in a master-slave
configuration. The laser setup is the same as the one for the M OT tra p laser where
a double pass system is employed in order to have a convenient tunability of the
frequency. We are able to detune the kicking beam frequency from -24 MHz to +52
MHz from the resonance frequency of Rb. In order to perform this experim ent, the
Lab VIEW program as described in C hapter IV is modified such th a t an additional
digital output is used to control the T T L signal for the AOM inside the double pass
system of the laser beam. The kicking beam is turned on during the FO RT holding,
50 ms before the FORT holding stage ends or 50 ms before the detection stage be
gins. The choice of a 50 ms duration for the kicking beam was obtained after several
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trials on different kick beam powers and kick beam time and it was found th a t 50
ms kick beam tim e and 250 /jlW kick beam power with 3.5 mm beam radius yielded
the biggest attenuation. Before entering the chamber, the beam is collimated and
expanded- the diam eter of the beam is made bigger than the M OT cloud to ensure
uniform illum ination of atoms confined in the FORT.
Figure 60 and Fig. 61 show the num ber of atom s versus kick beam detuning
around the resonance frequency of 85Rb for a cw FORT and a pulsed FORT. Several
features are apparent from the graph.

Given th a t the kick beam is identical for

both the cw and pulsed experiments, it appears th a t the response for the cw FORT
to the kick beam is greater in am plitude th an th a t of the pulsed FORT. It is not
clear w hether this is a fundam ental difference or a technical factor like pulsed FORT
beam pointing stability. Also observable from the figures is th a t the m agnitude of
the frequency shift is somewhat different for cw and pulsed FORTs of equal average
power. This result is completely consistent with the earlier observation th a t the
spatial mode quality of the mode-locked laser is not as good as the cw beam , resulting
in a slightly larger focussed beam waist and hence a slightly smaller potential well
depth. We know th a t the cw FORT loads slightly more atom s th an the pulsed FORT
of equal average power as shown in Fig. 35 and Fig. 39. The d a ta is also consistent
with Fig. 57 and Fig. 58. These prelim inary d a ta indicate th a t further investigation
of the interaction of atoms in the pulsed FORT w ith near-resonant light is needed.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
This dissertation reports on the design, construction, and investigation of a pulsed
optical dipole force trap (pulsed FORT). The m ain objective of the research was
to investigate w hether there was an appreciable difference in the physics of pulsed
FORT loading in comparison to cw FO RT loading, which had been studied previously
by other groups. Our principal finding is th a t in most respects, they are similar
in behavior for equivalent average potential well depth; however, there is notable
difference in the FO RT loading efficiency dependence on the detuning of the M OT
trap laser frequency during the loading phase.
The pulsed and cw FORTs were built by focusing a Nd:YAG laser beam to the
center of a M OT and loading the atom s from the M OT to the FORTs. There were
about 1.5 x 107 ultracold rubidium atom s in the M OT before FO RT loading began.
We have investigated the behavior of the FO RT loading both w ith respect to FORT
and M OT laser param eters, as well as to the transfer process sequence timing. At
~ 7 W atts FO RT laser power, about 8% of the atom s are loaded successfully into the
cw FORT and about 5% into the pulsed FORT under similar conditions. There is
evidence th a t the spatial mode of the pulsed FORT is responsible for this difference.
Both FORTs depend strongly on FO RT laser power, where the higher the power,
the deeper the trap, and the more atom s th a t are loaded. The num ber of atom s in
each FORT depends also on the loading tim e and holding time. The highest loading
efficiency is obtained at 100 ms of loading tim e while the average lifetime of both
FORTs is 1 s, limited by background gas collisions. The maximum loading for both
FORTs is reached at 13.2 )itW/cm2 repum p laser intensity and at —8T tra p laser
detuning during FORT loading.
We have begun to investigate the physical mechanism(s) th a t are responsible
for the observed difference in the FO RT loading dependence on M OT trap laser
frequency. Our analysis shows th a t for the pulsed FORT, as compared to the cw
FORT at the same low trap laser detuning, the FO RT loading rate is lower, while the
loss rate during loading is higher. Both rates are responsible for the smaller num ber
of atoms loaded into the pulsed FO RT at smaller detuning. A simulation has shown
th a t it is the lower loading rate which is principally responsible for the observed
difference. The results are consistent w ith a reduction of the cooling of atom s during
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FORT loading. Spectroscopy of the atom s in the FORT was performed in order to
investigate the atomic response to near resonant light, and some differences between
atoms in the cw and pulsed FORT were observed. Future studies will include further
spectroscopic investigation as well as detailed tem perature m easurem ents of atom s
loaded in the FORT.
FO RT loading is a complicated dynam ical process and there are many aspects
of the physics of FORT loading which require future investigation. In addition to
continued studies of the dependence on the detuning, future studies should include
the dependence of loading on the polarization of the FORT laser light (circular and
elliptical FO RT), the dependence of the characteristics of the mode-locked laser (FEL
or sub-ps Nd:YAG), the dependence on FO RT to M OT size ratio, and a study of how
the temperature of atom s in the FO RT depends on the m any loading param eters.
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APPENDIX A
MEASURING THE NUMBER OF ATOMS IN THE MOT
The num ber of atom s in the m agneto-optical tra p (MOT) is measured using a flu
orescence measurem ent while the num ber of atom s in the FO RT is calculated by
m ultiplying the percentage of FORT loaded atom s, measured using a PM T and the
Lab V IEW program , with the initial number of atom s in the MOT. The num ber of
atoms initially in the M OT can be calculated using the fact th a t the num ber of
photons scattered from the M OT cloud per second is
rj (photons/s) — N x

R.

(69)

W here N — num ber of atom s in the M OT and R = scattering rate (rate

at which

an individual atom scatters photons). The scattering rate R is defined as

(i + (£) + 4(fW

( >

W ith a trap laser intensity at the center of the chamber / = 22.95 m W /cm 2, and
a saturation intensity for 85Rb I s = 1.64 m W /cm 2, F = 2irx 6 MHz, detuning A =
—2 r, R is found to be 8.51 x 106 photons/(s.atom ). By substituting

the result of

Eq. (70) into Eq. (69), Eq. (69) becomes
7/(photons/s) = N (8.51x 106 photons/(s.atom s)).

(71)

On the PM T, the measured current is related to the quantum efficiency and the
gain of the PM T by the relation
I = N Ph Q e G,

(72)

here N Ph = number of photons per second hitting the photo cathode. Q = quantum
efficiency (for a H am am atsu R928 = 4% in units of electrons/photons), e = electron
charge 1.6 x 10~19Coulomb.
105). Note th a t the

G — P M T ’s gain (forH am am atsu

R928 a t 500V =

PM T used is uncalibrated, so the quantum efficiency

is ju st

an estim ate. The measured voltage on the oscilloscope is related to the measured
current I by the gain (106), so the num ber of photon h itting the photocathode of the
PM T can be w ritten as
N ph = V /(106

Q

e G).
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MOT
N otes:
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PH A = Cap pinhole with d = 1.28 cm

PMT = Photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R 928)

PHB = Iris

FIG. 62:The experim ental setup used to measure the num ber of atom s in the MOT.

However,

this number of photons h itting the photocathode of the PM T in Eq. (73)

above is only for the solid angle
0 = it r 2/ An R 2d,

(74)

where r — cap pinhole radius (diam eter = 1.28 cm) and Rd = distance from the
M OT to the pinhole (26 cm) which is 0.00015 radian. Also, the num ber of photons
hitting the photocathode is the num ber after being reduced by the uncoated chamber
window reflection and the uncoated lens reflection, which gives a reduction of about
16 %.
For I getter = 2.55 A and I coils = 4.5 A, the measured voltage is 10.4 Volts. The
number of photons hitting the PM T surface is then
N ph = 10.4 V olts/(106 x 0.04 x 1.6 x 10"19 x 105),

(75)

N Ph — 1.63 x 1010 photons/s.

(76)

This num ber of photons measured is reduced by 16% because of the chamber windows
and the lens reflection and is for a solid angle 0.00015 (assuming isotropic scattering).
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The total num ber of scattered photons is
N ph = 1.63 x 1010/ (0.84 x 0.00015) photons/s,

(77)

N ph = 1.29 x 1014 photons/s.

(78)

Equation (78) is set equal to Eq. (71) to give the num ber of atom s in the M OT as
iV = 1.5 x 107 atoms.
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APPENDIX B
ERROR ANALYSIS
Experim ental errors can be divided into two general categories; system atic and ran
dom error. System atic errors are errors which tend to shift all the m easurem ents in
a system atic way so their mean value is displaced. Random error, which is known
as statistical error, comes from random fluctuations in the measuring process. The
difference between these two is th a t random errors displace m easurem ents in an ar
bitrary direction while the system atic error are correlated from one m easurem ent to
the next. The sources of system atic errors come from many things such as incor
rect calibration of equipment or an im proper procedure in taking a m easurement,
whereas random errors occur for reasons such as noise in m easurem ent electronics or
the sensitivity of the equipment [77]. Once the quantity is measured, the error m ust
be propagated correctly if th a t quantity is to be used in calculation.
The error bars for the experim ental d a ta in C hapter V are calculated based on
statistical errors, properly propagated w ith the assum ption th a t the system atic errors
have been minimized. There are two things th a t have been done to minimize the
system atic error. First, by calibrating the voltage reading of the fluorescence signal by
the DAQ devices to the reading from a digital oscilloscope using offset adjustm ent and
Gate-in width and delay, we confirmed th a t the input (measured) values were being
recorded properly. The second effort is to take d a ta points in random order instead
of from smaller value to larger.

The statistical error in this experim ent emerges

from measuring M OT level (voltage) and FORT level (voltage) using the LabVIEW
program and DAQ devices. The propagation of errors are produced in the process of
calculating the number of atom s in the M OT and FORT and in calculating the loss
rates, as explained below.
Suppose th a t there are two measurem ents A and B which have independent error
A A and AB respectively, the final result of m easurem ent is defined as Z = f(A,B).
If A is perturbed by AA then Z will be perturbed by
(80)
the same way as when B is perturbed by AB then Z will be perturbed by
(81)
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The propagation of error for Z can be w ritten as
( 82 )

So, the calculation error for Z = AB or Z = A /B can be w ritten as
(83)

In our experiments, we measure the M OT level and FO RT level (voltage from the
integrated signal from PM T). The percentage of ultracold Rb atom s loaded into the
FORT is calculated by dividing the FO RT level by the M OT level where the M OT
level is m aintained stable during d a ta taking. A separate m easurem ent of the num ber
of atom s in the M OT gives the num ber of atom s to be (about) 1.5 x 107 atom s as
discussed in Appendix A. This M OT atom num ber is only good to a factor ~ 2. We
ju st use this result since we are interested only in the relative differences between the
param eters of a cw FORT and a pulsed FORT. An accurate measurem ent is needed
in the future to measure the exact num ber of atom in the M OT. The propagation of
error for the number of atoms in the FO RT can be w ritten as
FORT
M OT

The A V m

o t

I / AVm o t \ 2 ^ / A Vf q r t V*
V '

V m ot

'

'

V fo rt

(84)

'

and A V f o r t are determ ined by taking the standard deviation of

the measurement of M OT level and FORT level, there are done by the LabVIEW
program autom atically as the result of running the d ata acquisition repeatedly. The
values of this error ranges from 9% - 10%.
The loading rates and the loss rates in the FORT loading stage and the loss
rates in the FO RT holding stage have errors emerging from curve fittings. The curve
fitting is performed using S o lv e r which is p a rt of the Analysis ToolPak attached to
Microsoft Excel 2000 while the curve fitting error is calculated using a macro [78]
w ritten in TBA (The Visual Basic) language which is com patible w ith Microsoft
Excel 2000. However this error is very small, ranging from one millionth percent
to one hundredth percent, which can be neglected. We have tested the Solver and
the macro using some equations th a t already have certain values as provided by Ref.
[78]. There is also fluctuation as a result of the Solver calculation where the values
of the fitting param eters (loading rates and loss rates) fluctuate around a minima.
The accepted param eters are taken at the lowest minima where the sum of squares
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of residuals is the lowest. So, the errors for the holding curve and loading curve
are taken from these fluctuations. The am ount of fluctuation (deviation) for each
param eter is found by changing the value of the fit param eter around the accepted
value and running the solver program until the solver gives no solution. For the
holding curves, the errors range from 3% to 30% while for loading curves the errors
range from 5% to 30%, depending on the loading curve shape. For example in Fig.
53 and 54, a t —2T detuning, the curve shape is flat after the loading tim e reaches
100 ms, the curve fitting gives an unusually large deviation/fluctuation. In addition,
before the curve fitting is performed, the differential equations for holding stage and
loading stage are solved numerically by Microsoft Excel using R unge-K utta m ethod.
The numerical solution for the holding stage is compared to the existed analytical
solution as shown on Eq. (67), so th a t comparison of the two m ethods could be used
to confirm the accuracy of the calculation. The w ritten R unge-K utta program is also
tested to various equations th a t have an analytical solution.
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